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Compliance with pre-defined climate values is a decisive  

factor when it comes to product quality and human or en-

vironmental well-being. In industrial applications or building 

automation in particular, failure to comply with specified 

measuring values can have a decisive impact on the quality 

of the goods and / or health.

Inappropriate environmental conditions can have an enor-

mous impact on the quality of products. Professional measu-

ring technology from Testo offers security and saves both 

time and money.

• What does your particular measuring task involve?

•  Do you need to monitor only one measuring point or  

a hundred of them?

• How do you process your readings?

With its broad range of transmitters, Testo has the ideal mea-

suring solution to satisfy virtually all requirements. Testo 

takes care of its customers around the globe – with innova-

tive measuring technology and outstanding service. In addi-

tion to hardware, we can also offer you comprehensive 

calibration and validation services through our subsidiary 

company Testo Industrial Services. Or maybe you require a 

customer-specific (OEM) solution? If so, our subsidiary com-

pany Testo-Sensor GmbH can offer you tailor-made customer  

solutions.
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The more accurate the humidity measurement, the lower are 

the costs of running the air conditioning system. According 

to international standards (ASHRAE Fundamentals, DIN 1946 

etc.) air conditioning systems should provide air humidity  

levels of between 30 and 65 % RH. Higher humidity levels 

must be brought into the required range by dehumidification 

while lower levels must be subjected to humidification.

If a transmitter with an overall measurement error of ±2 % RH 

(measurement uncertainty including long-term error) is used 

to measure humidity, running costs will be noticeably lower 

than if a typical ambient air transmitter with a ±6 % RH overall 

measurement error (uncertainty including long-term error) is 

used. The diagram shows that the ±6 % RH transmitter al-

ready has to activate humidification under 36 % RH in order 

to guarantee a humidity level within the standard comfort 

level range. Likewise, dehumidification must be activated 

from 59 % RH up. 

This results in operating costs for the year being higher by 

approximately 20 to 40 % when compared to Testo's highly 

accurate humidity transmitter. This comparison looks even 

better for high standard transmitters if the target % RH range 

is more tightly defined; cleanroom applications, for example.

Precision cuts costs
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Systematic adjustment
Regular readjustment – even of long-
term stable sensor systems – is of vital 
importance for process precision and 
cost reduction. If neglected, you run 
the risk of having to redefine a tighter 
reference humidity interval after only 
one or two years with the consequences 
for operating costs as described in 
„Precision cuts costs“.
It is crucial for those responsible for 
systems, such as the Facility Manager 
or maintenance department to have a 
complete system, suited to the humidity 
transmitter, which facilitates easy 
recalibration and adjustment.

At Testo, the system consists of the 
following components:

1. Humidity transmitter

2. Control and adjustment salt solutions 
(can be used up to 80 times)

3. Adjustment on site using portable 
instruments testo 400/650

4. Huminator humidity generator (low-
cost presetting of required value in 
laboratory)

It is possible to carry out readjustment 
on site using adjustment saline solutions, 
which are reusable, while the huminator 
is used for readjustment in laboratories 
or factories.

The more accurate the humidity 
measurement, the lower the cost of 
running the air conditioning system.
According to international standards 
(ASHRAE Fundamentals, DIN 1946 etc.) 
air conditioning systems should have 
air humidity levels of between 30 and 
65 %RH. Higher humidity levels must 
be brought into the required range by 
dehumidification while lower levels must 
be subjected to humidification.
If a transmitter with an overall 

measurement error of ±2 %RH 
(measurement uncertainty including long-
term error) is used to measure humidity, 
running costs will be noticeably lower 
than if a typical ambient air transmitter 
with a ±6 %RH overall measurement 
error (uncertainty including long-term 
error) is used. The diagram shows that 
the ±6 %RH transmitter already has to 
activate humidification under 36 %RH 
in order to guarantee a humidity level 
within the standard comfort level range. 

Likewise, dehumidification must be 
activated from 59 %RH up. This results 
in operating costs for the year being 
higher by approximately 20 to 40% when 
compared to Testo‘s highly accurate 
humidity transmitter (Testo hygrotest).
This comparison looks even better for 
high standard transmitters if the target 
%RH range is more tightly defined; 
cleanroom applications, for example.

Precision cuts costs

Regulation job

Specified operating 
costs (EUR/%RH)

Frequency (%RH/
Year)

Operating costs 
(EUR/Year)

30  36 59  65

63
%RH

Operating costs at ±6 %RH 
overall measurement error
Operating costs at ±2 %RH 
overall measurement error
Operating costs differential

If measuring with ±6 %RH 
overall measurement error

DehumidificationNo change in ambient air conditions
”Comfort level range“ to DIN 1946 and ASHRAE Fundamentals

If measuring with
±2 %RH overall 
measurement error

Humidification

±6%

±2%

±6%

±2%

Readjustment with adjustment salt 
solutions

Adjustment on site: fast and 
accurate via the external interface

We measure it.
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Overview

Humidity

testo 6621 Air conditioning humidity transmitter for applications in rooms or ducts 9

testo 6651 Humidity transmitter for critical climate applications 21

testo 6681 Industrial humidity transmitters 32

Accessories for Testo humidity transmitters 42

 

Dew point    

testo 6721  Dew point guard to -45 °Ftd  47

testo 6740  Dew point transmitter to -45 °Ftd  54

 

Compressed air consumption    

testo 6440  Compact compressed air counter with built-in measurement stretch 59

testo 6446/47 Compressed air counter for large pipe diameters 68

testo 6448  Compressed air counter shaft probe 72
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Overview

Differential pressure   

testo 6321 Differential pressure transmitter for use in building air conditioning 77

testo 6351 Differential pressure transmitter for critical building climate 81

testo 6381 Differential pressure transmitter for use in cleanrooms (normal zone) 86

testo 6383 Differential pressure transmitter for use in cleanrooms (critical zone) 90

Accessories for differential pressure transmitters 94

P2A software    

PC software for testo 66xy, 6721, and 63xy 96
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Humidity transmitters

Testo’s humidity sensor:
The heart of the high-quality  
humidity transmitter

With its humidity sensor, developed more than twenty years 

ago and since then continually improved, our attention was 

focused from the start on two accuracy parameters, measure-

ment uncertainty and long-term stability. The basic design 

was developed by Testo and has since been reverse enginee-

red by several manufacturers: a polymer sensitive to humidity 

serves as a dielectric between two condenser electrodes. 

However, its distinctive feature is the way in which the indivi-

dual layers lie perfectly on top of each other. This is particu-

larly clear in the top electrode which has to carry out two 

tasks which, at first glance, appear to be contradictory: it 

must be permeable for the water vapor which is to be fed to 

the polymer dielectric. But it must also be leak-proof, smooth 

and capable of repelling condensate, oil and dirt particles in 

order to protect the sensor. This combination has succeeded 

perfectly in Testo’s humidity sensor thanks to extensive  

research.  On account of this design and Testo’s highly stable 

manufacturing and adjustment, it is possible to guarantee a 

measurement uncertainty of ±2 % RH or also of ±1 % RH. In 

addition, the humidity sensor is also long term stable. This 

was proven in interlaboratory tests which involved sending 

several Testo humidity sensors to a number of international 

calibration laboratories (PTB, NIST etc.) where the ±1 % RH 

limit was not exceeded, without the need for readjustment.

Dielectric layer
Polymer, dielectric constant 

depends on relative humidity
 

Bottom electrode

Carrier
Ceramic substrate for  
mechanical protection

Top electrode 
•  Allows moisture to advance  

towards the dielectric layer
• Repels condensate and impurities

Connection pins
Special anti-corrosion  

design
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Humidity transmitters

testo 6614 – probes for high humidity

Humidity measurement in the high humidity range is among the most 

difficult measurement tasks. Unstable measurement values, delayed  

signal reaction, and sometimes also sensor corrosion are no rarity, if a 

special solution is not used. For these applications, Testo has developed 

a special, heated humidity sensor with the testo 6614. A microclimate 

which is 5 Kelvin above the process conditions is thus created inside the 

filter. The considerably lower humidity in the microclimate greatly impro-

ves the sensor reaction as well as noticeably reducing the likelihood of 

corrosion. Parallel to the heated humidity sensor, the testo 6614 also 

has an additional temperature probe. This measures the actual process 

temperature; on this basis the correct process humidity is calculated in 

the microprocessor of the measurement transmitter, and displayed.

testo 6615 – probes for trace humidity

Humidity measurement in the lowest humidity range is also very deman-

ding. If normal polymer humidity sensors are used here, the error, measu-

red in dew point degrees, soon shows high values.

For the demanding measurement of trace humidity, Testo has developed 

the testo 6615, which has an integrated trace humidity self-adjustment. 

The smallest discrepancies are corrected cyclically here, up to trace 

humidities of -60° dew point.

testo 6617 – humidity probes with early warning for corrosive 

media

Humidity measurement in corrosive media is often accompanied by a 

short useful life of the sensor. For this problem too, Testo has developed 

a ground-breaking innovation: cover electrode monitoring. Thanks to 

this measure, the first signs of corrosion are detected and reported 

early. This early warning allows the measurement probe to be exchanged 

before the measurement is false or even interrupted. This guarantees 

optimum system availability.

Humidity measurement –  
special probes for extreme conditions
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Humidity transmitters

Overview of humidity measurement transmitters 
testo 6621, testo 6651, and testo 6681

Air conditioning technology:
Application in rooms or air condition 
ducts

Climate technology and industry:
Critical climate, cleanrooms

Industry:
critical climate, cleanrooms, drying  
processes, high humidity, trace humidity,  
humidity in H2O2 environment etc.

Areas of application
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testo 6621 testo 6651 testo 6681

Technical data
testo 6621 testo 6651 testo 6681

Measuring range Humidity 0 to 100 % RH
(no high humidity processes)

0 to 100 % RH
(no high humidity processes)

0 to 100 % RH

Temperature (depen-
dent on probe)

duct: -20 to +70 °C  
(-4 to +158 °F)

-20 to +120 °C  
(-4 to 248 °F)

-40 to +180 °C  
(-40 to 356 °F)

Accuracy  
at +25 °C (+77 °F)

Humidity ±2.0 % RH (0 to 90 % RH)
±4 % RH (90 to 100 % RH)

±(1.7 + 0.007* mv) % RH  
(0 to 90 % RH)
±(1.9 + 0.007* mv) % RH  
(90 to 100 % RH)

up to ±(1.0 + 0.007* mv) % RH  
(0 to 90 % RH)
±(1.4 + 0.007* mv)  
(90 to 100 % RH),
Depends on probe

Temperature ±0.5 °C / 0.9 °F Pt1000 Class A***
±0.2 °C / 0.38 °F*

Pt1000 Class AA
±0.15 °C / 0.27 °F*

Parameters °C, °F, % RH °C / °F, % RH, °Ctd / °Ftd °C, °F,  % RH, °Ctd, °Ftd, g/m3,  
gr/ft3, g/kg,
gr/lb, enthalpy, °Ctw, °Ftw, inch 
H2O, ppmv,
% Vol for H2O2 applications:  
°Ctm / °Ftm

Signal outputs 4 to 20 mA, 2-wire
0 to 1 V, 4-wire
0 to 5/10 V, 4-wire

4 to 20 mA, 2-wire
0/4 to 20 mA, 4-wire
0 to 1/5/10 V, 4-wire

4 to 20 mA, 2-wire  
(not testo 6614/6615)
0/4 to 20 mA, 4-wire
0 to 1/5/10 V, 4-wire

Mounting variants Wall or duct installation Wall probe testo 6601
Duct probe testo 6602/6603
Cable probe testo 6604/6605

Wall probe testo 6611
Duct probe testo 6612
Cable probe testo 
6613/6614/6615/6617

max. cable length – 10 m 10 m

Housing ABS and nickel-plated ABS ABS, plastic, IP 65 Metal, IP 65

Interfaces digital (for 2PA software) digital (for P2A software),  
Ethernet (optional intermediary 
layer)

digital (for P2A software),  
Ethernet (optional
intermediary layer)

Special features External interface for P2A soft-
ware, adjustability

4 relays (optional),
Early warning system (via  
display or relay collective alarm)

Special probe versions for  
Temperature ranges up to  
+180 °C (+324 °F)
-  Trace humidity testo 6615
-   High humidity testo 6614
-  Self-diagnosis testo 6617 
-  4 relays (optional),
-   early warning system (via  

display, relay collective alarm)

Ethernet Ethernet

* Other accuracies apply for the wall probe with 70 mm length in combination with a current output (P07): Operation: with 2 channels at 12 mA, without display illumination, relay off, 
additional measurement accuracy to above data at +25 °C (+77 °F), humidity ±2.5 % RH, temperature ±1 °C (1.8 °F)

***Except testo 6605: PT1000 Class AA



Duct version  
with display

Wall version 
with display

Highly accurate testo humidity sensor with long-term 

stability (±2.0 % RH)

Optional 2-line LCD display

P2A software for parameterization, adjustment and analysis, 

saves time and costs in commissioning and maintenance

Optimum calibration concept thanks to adjustment of the 

entire signal chain (1-point, 2-point and analog adjustment)

Adjustment without dismantling the transmitter

2 analog outputs (humidity/temperature), option of  

1 passive humidity and temperature analog output

Humidity transmitter

testo 6621

A broad variety of the testo 6621 transmitter is available. 

Depending on the application in a room or in a duct,  

the corresponding designs can be selected. A display  

is available as an option. You can choose between the 

housing colours grey and white. The testo 6621 is 

persuasive in technical terms thanks to the patented 

humidity sensors that guarantee the highest accuracy.  

The sensors and the analog outputs can be adjusted, 

analyzed and parameterized via the external interface  

using the P2A software.

The testo 6621 is a high-performance transmitter for a low 

price. It meets the increasing requirements in automated 

building services in terms of accuracy, reliability, and safety 

and thereby saves energy costs.

% RH

°C

Areas of application
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testo 6621 – Humidity transmitter

Technical data

* The determination of the measurement uncertainty takes  
place according to GUM (Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty  
in Measurement):
In the determination, the accuracy of the measuring instrument (hysteresis, 
linearity, reproduceability), the uncertainty contribution of the test site as 
well as the uncertainty of the adjustment site/works calibration are taken 
into account. For this purpose, k=2 of the extension factor, the usual value 
in measurement technology, is used as a basis, corresponding to a trust 
level of 95 %.

Power

Display

Humidity

testo 6621  
– A01/A03  
(wall version)

testo 6621  
– A02  
(duct version)

testo 6621  
– A01/A03  
(wall version)

testo 6621  
– A02  
(duct version)

Analog outputs

Housing

Other features

Display 2-line LCD (optional)

Operation

Parameterization P2A software

Assembly

Cable screw connection None (cable routed 
through rear wall 
opening or break-out 
opening on bottom)

1 x M16 x 1.5

Parameters

Measuring range 0 to 100 % RH (>90 % RH only briefly)
(not for high humidity processes)

Temperature

Measuring range 0 to +60 °C 
(+32 to +140 °F)

-20 to +70 °C 
(-4 to +158 °F)

Accuracy* ±2.0 % RH (0 to 90 % RH),
±4 % RH (90 to 100 % RH)

Accuracy ±0.5 °C / ±0.9 °F

Sensor Active signal output: NTC
Passive signal output: NI1000

Output type 4 to 20 mA (2-wire)
0 to 1/5/10 V (4-wire)

Measuring rate 1/s

Accuracy of analog 
outputs

4 to 20 mA ±0.05 mA
0 to 1 V ±2.5 mV
0 to 5 V ±12.5 mV
0 to 10 V ±25 mV

Temperature 
dependency/coefficient

Temperature coefficient: 0.05 %/K
(gap of +25 °C / +77 °F)

Replaceability of sensor Through Testo 
Service

Can be done by 
customer (see 
below, Replacement 
sensors), subsequent 
2-point adjustment 
required

Sensor Testo humidity sensor

Inputs and outputs

Number of channels 2 channels (humidity and temperature)

Voltage supply 20 to 30 V AC/DC

Current consumption

Output

2-wire current 4 to 
20 mA

Voltage supply [V] Current consumption 
[mA]

20 20

24 20

30 30

4-wire voltage 0 to 10 V 24 7

30 7

20 20

24 22

30 28

General

Material / colour ABS / 
pure white (RAL 9010) or light grey

Weight 160 g80 g / 90 g (A03)

Dimensions 81 x 81 x 26 mm 81 x 81 x 42 mm
see drawing for 
probe

Resolution Humidity: 0.1 % RH
Temperature: 0.1 °C/°F

Electronics temperature 
(housing) (with / without 
display)

0 to +60 °C / +32 to +140 °F (A01/A03),
With display: 0 to +50 °C / +32 to +122 °F;
-20 to +70 °C / -4 to +158 °F (A02),
With display: 0 to +50 °C / +32 to +122 °F

Storage temperature -40 to +70 °C (-40 to +176 °F)

Measuring medium Air in air-conditioning systems or  
air-conditioned rooms

Protection class IP 30 IP 65

EMC According to EC directive 2004/108/EEC

Operating conditions

Interfaces 1x mini-DIN for connecting PC

Reaction time  t90: <15 s at 2 m/s; 
For calibration and adjustment, please note: 
The response time may be considerably 
higher in static air

Scaling range -50 to +100 °C / -58 to +212 °F,
0 to +100 % RH
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testo 6621 – Humidity transmitter
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testo 6621 – A01 
(wall version)

testo 6621 – A02 
(duct version)

testo 6621 – A03 
(wall version)

Technical drawings / Connection plan

Technical drawings

Connection plan

A01 Wiring, 3-wire

A02 Wiring, 3-wire A02 Wiring, active / passive A02 Wiring, active / passive

A01 Wiring, active / passive A01 Wiring A02 Wiring

A03 Wiring
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AXX Version

A01 Wall version (not with B01, B05)
A02 Duct version
A03 Wall version with external probes for  

4 to 20 mA analog output (only with B01)

BXX Analog output / supply

2 analog outputs (humidity / temperature)
B01 4 to 20 mA (2-wire, 24 VDC)*
B02 0 to 1 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B03 0 to 5 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B04 0 to 10 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
Humidity: analog output  
temperature: passive, Ni1000
B05 4 to 20 mA (2-wire, 24 VDC)
B06 0 to 1 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B07 0 to 5 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B08 0 to 10 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)

CXX Display

C00 without display
C01 with display

FXX Humidity parameter

F01 Relative humidity (% RH)

GXX Temperature variable only for B01 to 
B04

G02 Temperature (°C)
G03 Temperature (°F)

EXX Housing colour

E01 Housing colour light grey, incl. Testo logo 
(coloured)

E02 Neutral housing, white, without Testo 
logo

E03 Neutral housing, white, incl. Testo logo 
(black/white)

MXX Protective filter not for A01

M01 Sintered stainless steel filter
M02 Wire mesh protective cap
M03 Sintered PTFE filter
M04 Metal protective cap, open
M05 Plastic cap ABS (open)

AXX Version

BXX Analog output / supply

CXX Display

FXX Humidity parameter

GXX Temperature variable

EXX Housing colour

MXX Protective filter

Order code for testo 6621 transmitter 
with the following options:
- Duct version
- 0 to 5 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC) 

2 analog outputs (humidity /
temperature)

- Without display
- Relative humidity parameter (% RH)
- Temperature parameter (°C)
- Neutral housing, pure white, without 

testo logo
- Metal wire protection cap

0555 6621 A02 B03 C00 F01 G02 E02 
M02

Options / Ordering example

The following options can be specified for the testo 6621:

Ordering example
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Humidity transmitters

Thanks to the P2A software, the testo 6621 can be

• freely scaled

• tested (analog outputs)

• adjusted (1-, 2-point and analog channel adjustment)

Historical presentations show which parameter alterations and 

adjustments have been carried out with the respective PC. 

Optimum commissioning and adjustment

P2A software: Parameterization

 Adjustment

 Analysis

Filter selection (for duct version A02 and wall version A03 only)

Particle load

Flow velocity without fine coarse

< 7 m/s M04/05 M02 M03

> 7 m/s M01 M02* M01*

* additionally use condensation protection 0554 0166; serves as flow 
protection (p. 41)

M01 M03 M04 M05M02
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Humidity transmitters

With the testo 6651 and testo 6681, Testo pre-

sents high-precision transmitters for demanding 

industrial applications. In particular, solutions for 

safe and service-friendly use are offered, meaning 

high reliability and operational security for industry: 

•  exchangeable probes

•   early warning reports  

(preventive maintenance)

•  variable possibilites for adjustment

In addition, they also continue to use already exis-

ting technology such as the external interface for 

communication, for example for the parameteri-

zation and adjustment software P2A from Testo.  

The overview on the next page shows a compari-

son of the two model series, followed by a detailed 

description of the individual models.

The two new humidity transmitters are designed 

for the monitoring of critical climate in process en-

gineering and also in compressed air technology. 

The demanding measurement is realized with the 

further developed Testo humidity sensor, with its 

well-known and highly valued long term stability. 

Unmatched state-of-the-art technology in humidity 

measurement, with solutions for highest accuracy 

as well as for special applications (high humidity, 

humidity in H2O2, trace humidity etc.) is provided.

Humidity transmitters testo 6651 and 6681

Self-monitoring assures  
system availability

Digital probes External test points  
for analog signals

é
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Humidity transmitters

Display and control menu

The optional display has an extremely convenient operating 

menu. With the help of four operating buttons, almost all ope-

rations can be carried out which can be conducted using the 

P2A software. Commissioning, adjustment and analysis are 

thus possible completely without a computer – simply on site! 

The display not only presents the measurement values and 

relay status clearly, but also guides the user safely through 

the operating menu thanks to a clear-text line. A password 

protects against unauthorized operation. A cover for the but-

tons can also be installed. 

And last but not least: The clear-text can be selected in six 

languages – optimum for your systems at home and abroad.

Digital probes: Exchangeable and traceable 

The humidity probe in the models testo 6651 and 6681 can 

be easily exchanged by hand. A readjustment with the trans-

mitter itself is not necessary, since the probe series testo 6600 / 

testo 6610 used in the humidity transmitters testo 6651 / 

testo 6681 not only has a purely digital interface to the trans-

mitter, it is also completely calibrated and adjusted. 

Unplug probe 1, plug in probe 2 – continue measuring! 

At the same time, Testo fulfills the highest demands, for ex-

ample those of the pharmaceutical industry. Each probe has 

its own serial number, a store for the adjustments carried out 

with it, and its own operational hour counter. This visualizes 

(via the transmitters operating menu or the P2A software) 

how long the probe has already been in use, and which set-

tings have been carried out on it (see also P2A software).

Calibration and adjustment 

Via operating menu, adjustment buttons, and P2A software, 

testo 6651 / 6681 offer 

• 1-point adjustment

• 2-point adjustment

• adjustment of analog outputs.

Thanks to the analog output adjustments, it is possible to 

eliminate measurement errors which can occur in the trans-

mitter due to the digital-analog conversion.

Common features + benefits testo 6651  
and testo 6681

°C

% RH
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Humidity transmitters

Adjustment via user menu or P2A software

In addition to the various opportunities for calibrating and 

adjusting the probe together with the transmitter locally (cf. 

P2A software and user menu), thanks to the testo 6600 digital 

probe series it is possible to leave the transmitter on site and 

just exchange the probe and calibrate it in the laboratory.

Companies with internal calibration laboratories install at 

least one testo 6651 / 6681 transmitter in the lab and use this 

as the basis for adjustment for a number of probes. After the 

adjustment, the probes – or probes with an identical design 

– are once again connected to the original measuring point. 

Thanks to the probe serial number, you can always trace (e.g. 

with the P2A software) which probe was connected to the 

transmitter when and how it was adjusted (1 or 2-point ad-

justments).

Two-point adjustment with re-usable salt solutions

Adjustment using two salt solutions is also possible on site. 

In the outer chamber of these „control / adjustment cont-

ainers“ there is a saturated salt solution. After a period of 

adjustment, the air in the inside chamber forms equilibrium 

humidity. In the two standard solutions this is 11.3 % RH and 

75.3 % RH. The average error is smaller in a two-point adjust-

ment than in a one-point adjustment, especially when  

working in a greater range. The Testo control / adjustment 

containers are also re-usable, so that the costs are kept at a 

minimum. 

Common features + benefits testo 6651 and 
testo 6681

or

Adjustment 
buttons

USB to  
Mini DIN cable

Humidity generator

Adjustment via operating menu or testo P2A software

G

% RH

D
ev
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tio

n

before

after

11.3 %

75.3 %
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Humidity transmitters

Common features + benefits testo 6651 and 
testo 6681

Duct version with exchangeable probe

For many users, the duct version, in which the probe is clas-

sically attached to the rear wall of the transmitter, is the best 

solution. The transmitter does not have to be mounted sepa-

rately, but is held in position by the probe (1).

With the testo 6602 / 6603 (for testo 6651) as well as the testo 

6612 (for testo 6681), Testo has succeeded in patenting and 

making this version available, also for exchangeable digital 

probes. The intelligent probe-cable construction means that 

the measurement transmitter is simply pushed over the end 

of the probe (2), and the digital probe plug is then plugged  

in (3).

Integrated relays (optional)

Thanks to the four power relays (up to 256 VAC, 3A), assem-

blies of the air conditioning system can be directly switched 

without taking the detour via a control. At the same time, the 

relays can be used for local alarming or for reporting limit 

value violations to a superordinate system. And not least, the 

person responsible for the system can be called to the mea-

surement site in time with the help of a collective alarm (cf. 

self-monitoring). 

Designed to be practical

The main emphasis in the construction of the testo 6651 

and testo 6681 was on practicability. Here a few examples: 

•  Adjustment buttons, test points, and interface should be 

easily accessible for the specialist, but not for others. This 

was the reason for designing the “service cover”, which 

frames the display.

•  Test points: Do the analog outputs need to be tested when 

commissioning the instrument? Are analog adjustments to 

be made at a later date? Instead of disconnecting already 

existing wiring (and opening the housing), test points were 

positioned under the service cover, which allow easy ac-

cess to the analog signals.

•  Wiring compartment: Which practitioner is not often frus-

trated by the minimal space afforded by transmitter manu-

facturers for wiring? For this reason, Testo has designed a 

separate wiring compartment with plenty of space. The 

practitioner will appreciate it.

Self-monitoring

The testo 6651 and testo 6681 constantly monitors themsel-

ves: their voltage supply, when 100 %RH is reached, any drift 

in 2-point adjustment etc. With the testo 6617 probe, the 

testo 6681 also additionally offers self-monitoring of the  

sensor. The reports resulting from this are stored with an 

operational hours stamp – for later analysis – and shown in 

the display! 

With the help of the optional relays, these reports can also be 

given out as a collective alarm. The person responsible – 

working as a team with the testo 6651 / 6681 – can thus al-

ways ensure optimum system availability!

 

R2

R3 R4

°C

% RH

R1



Humidity transmitters

Ethernet module for transmitters

Testo, as one of the leading suppliers of measurement tech-

nology, offers an Ethernet interface for humidity and differen-

tial pressure transmitters.

Now, parallel to the use of analog outputs for control purpo-

ses, integrated measurement data monitoring from the field 

to management level (e.g. data from production available in 

the office) is made possible easily, efficiently and at a com-

petitive price.

Ethernet is prevalent in almost all office networks so that in-

stallation work is kept to a minimum when the humidity trans-

mitter is connected to the network structures already in 

existence.

Developed for practical use

The Ethernet module is an “intermediate layer” (sandwich  

design) which is already built into the testo 6651 and 6681, 

as well as testo 6351 and testo 6381 transmitters in the fac-

tory. It can also be subsequently easily and quickly retrofitted 

on site.

Two LEDs signal the status of the power and LAN connection 

to the system operator responsible.

By using an Ethernet plug suitable for industry, IP 65 housing 

protection can be guaranteed so that the transmitter with-

stands the sometimes tough and demanding conditions of 

industrial processes.

Transmitters with Ethernet – Your benefits at a glance

Networking transmitters using Ethernet provides consider-

able benefits in a number of applications such as for monito-

ring laboratories, warehouses, production rooms, cleanrooms, 

or drying systems. In addition to transmitting the readings 

signals by analog outputs to a control system, measurement 

data can also be simultaneously recorded, documented, and 

visualized using Ethernet. If necessary, it is also possible to 

alert the person responsible for the process.

Process reliability and time saved by measurement 

data monitoring

High transmission speed

Easy to install

Consistency of data
=> High accuracy level 
since no signal is needed

Data transmission over wide distances 
makes remote inquiries possible

Networks with a large number 
of networking participants

Online monitoring parallel  
to control/regulation

Prevalent in almost office 
networks

=> Integration of transmitters 
in network structures available 
means lower installation costs

=> Continuous data flow from 
field to management level, e.g. 
data from production available 
in office

Ethernet

18
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Humidity transmitters

The Ethernet module of the testo 6651 / testo 6681 and testo 

6351 / testo 6381 transmitters can be operated in two modes: 

1. Integration of the transmitter into the measure-

ment data monitoring system testo Saveris 

A Testo transmitter with Ethernet module can be integrated 

into the testo Saveris monitoring system (for this, please also 

refer to our description in the testo Saveris monitoring sys-

tem brochure). The Testo transmitters complement the exis-

ting testo Saveris probes for sophisticated applications (e.g. 

high humidity, differential pressure etc.).

2. Integration of transmitter in customer’s system

If the “Supplied by customer” operating mode is selected in 

the transmitter’s Ethernet module, the intermediate layer 

func tions as an XML server. Data is transmitted as an XML 

data set. Simple integration into the user’s system is possible 

on account of the disclosed log. Parameterizations, analysis 

/ tests, and queries about the history data in the transmitter 

can be carried out or called up using Ethernet (data sets) 

“from above” (using your PC). 

Transmitters in customer’s system

Upgrade module
Ethernet intermediate layer

Optional Ethernet module for 
testo 6651 and testo 6351

Optional Ethernet module for 
testo 6681 and testo 6381

Interface RJ45 (Ethernet 10 Base T / 100 Base TX)

Operating temperature -40 to +70 °C

Operating humidity 0 to 100 % RH

Storage temperature -40 to +80 °C

Status LEDs (green) Power-LED / LAN connection status

Housing color Metallic Grey Metallic

Material/Housing Metal Metal Metal

Part no. 0554 6656 Order code  E01 Order code  E01

Technical data / ordering data Ethernet module

Ethernet

Online logging
Documentation
Visualization
Alarm

• Readings (2 to 3 channels)
• Serial number
•  Separate warning, error and status 

messages
• Transmitter histories

testo 6651 / testo 6681  
or testo 6351 / testo 
6381 with Ethernet

Control
Regulation

e.g. 4 to 20 mA Data transmission as XML data set
Disclosed log

• Easy integration in customer’s systems

Complete parameter see “from above”,  
i.e. all functions of P2A software

• Parameterization
•  Test / Analysis: Query about operating 

hours counter, test relay etc.

e.g. test stand software
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testo 6651 – Humidity transmitter for critical climate applications

Not all measurement problems in air conditioning technology 

can be solved with “simple” transmitters like the testo 6621. 

Special challenges are mastered by the testo 6651.

•  The probe should be digital and exchangeable. In the testo 

6651, even the duct version fulfills this requirement. 

•  Higher accuracies are required, especially with regard to 

use over years.

•  The humidity parameter dew point (°Ctd/°Ftd) is to be used, 

for example in processes in which it is of highest priority 

that the temperature does not fall below the dew point.

•  Assemblies are to be controlled from the instrument  

(optional integrated relays).

•  Commissioning, adjustment, and analysis are to be pos-

sible directly in the instrument without software (optional 

display/operating menu).

•  Changes of parameter, adjustments and reports are to be 

stored in the instrument – with operating hour stamp.

This and other features make the testo 6651 the first choice 

for demanding climate technology, as well as in pasta drying 

systems, maturation chambers for charcuterie and similar  

applications. 

testo 6651 – the humidity measurement transmitter 
for critical climate applications

Bitte Bilddaten 
liefern

Overview of the product range: measurement transmitters testo 6651 and digital probes 6600
Whether the decision is made in favour of a testo 6651 or a testo 6681 depends above all on the choice of probe, in addition to the question of the 
housing material (testo 6681: metal housing). In general, the measuring range 0 to 100 % RH applies, although for continuous high humidity the  
testo 6614 is recommended.
 

Wall Duct Cable

Standard

±1 % RH±1.7 % RH±1.7 % RH±1 % RH ±1 % RH ±1.7 % RH
For high 
humidity 
-> heated

For trace 
humidity 
-> with 
auto- 

adjust-
ment

Security 
-> auto-

diagnosis 
at the 
sensor

-30 to +120 °C
-4 to +248 °F

-20 to +70 °C
-4 to +158 °F

-20 to +70 °C
-4 to +158 °F

-20 to +70 °C
-4 to +158 °F

-30 to +120 °C
-4 to +248 °F

-40 to +180 °C
-40 to +356 °F

6601 6602 6603 6604 6605

66126611 6613 6614 6615 6617

Probes for testo 6651 (testo 6600), see page 23

Probes for testo 6681 (testo 6610), see page 34

-20 to +70 °C
-4 to +158 °F

-30 to +150 °C
-22 to +302 °F

-40 to +180 °C
-40 to +356 °F

-40 to +180 °C
-40 to +356 °F

-60 to +30 
°Ctpd

±1.2 % RH



% RH

Optimum adjustment concept thanks to adjustability of the 

entire signal chain incl. analog adjustment

Ethernet, relay and analog outputs allow optimum 

integration into individual automation systems

Self-monitoring and early warning guarantee high system 

availability

Calculation and presentation of the humidity parameters 

relative humidity absolute humidity and dew point

P2A software for parameterization, adjustment, and analysis 

saves time and costs in commissioning and maintenance

Display with multi-language display

High-quality plastic housing

Humidity transmitter for critical 
climate applications

testo 6651

Not all measurement problems can be solved with “simple” 

transmitters. The testo 6651 meets special challenges. 

When combined with the probe series testo 660x, the  

testo 6651 becomes the first choice in demanding  

air  conditioning technology as well as in many other 

applications. 

°C
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testo 6651 – Humidity transmitter for critical climate applications

Technical data testo 6651

Power

Analog outputs

Further outputs

Measuring rate 1/s

Quantity 2 channels

Resolution 12 bit

Max. load 500 Ω at 24 V AC/DC

Inputs and outputs

Output type 0/4 to 20 mA (2-wire/4-wire)
0 to 1/5/10 V (4-wire)

Ethernet Optional: module can be fitted as 
intermediary layer

Voltage supply 2-wire: 24 VDC ±10 %
4-wire: 20 to 30 V AC/DC

Display

Design

Other features

Installation

Display Optional: 2-line LCD with clear text line and 
relay status display

General technical data

Material Plastic

Dimensions 122 x 162 x 77 mm (without probe)

Resolution

Protection class IP 65

EMC 2004 / 108 / EG

Cable screw fitting Standard: PG screw fitting
Optional: M16 or M20 M plug connection or 
optional: NPT 1/2 plug connection

Weight 0.675 kg (without probe, without 
Ethernet module)

0.1 % RH / 0.01 °C/°F / 0.1 °Ctd/°Ftd / 1 g/m3

Operation

Parameterization Four operating buttons for display / 
P2A software

Operating conditions
Operating temperature
(with integrated relay)

-40 to +60 °C

Humidity

Parameters

Meas. range 0 to 100 % RH

Units Relative humidity % RH , °Ctd, °Ftd, g/m³

Temperature

Meas. range Dependent on probe (testo 660x)

Units Temperature in °C / °F

Galvanic isolation Galvanic isolation of the output signals (2-wire 
and 4-wire), isolation of supply from outputs 
(4-wire)

Accuracy of the analog 
outputs

0/4 to 20 mA / ±0.03 mA
0 to 1 V / ±1.5 mV
0 to 5 V / ±7.5 mV
0 to 10 V / ±15 mV

Relays Optional: 4 relays (free allocation to 
measurement channels or as collective  
alarm with operating menu / P2A software),  
up to 250 V AC/DC / 3 A (NO/NC)

Other outputs Mini DIN for Testo P2A parameterization 
software

Current consumption max. 300 mA

Probe connection Digital plug connection

Measurement medium Air, nitrogen

Operating temperatureWithout 
display

With 
display

-40 to +70 °C / -40 to +158 °F

Storage temperature -40 to +80 °C / -40 to +176 °F

Operating temperature 0 to +50 °C / +32 to +122 °F

Storage temperature -40 to +80 °C / -40 to +176 °F
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testo 6651 – Humidity transmitter for critical climate applications

Technical data probe series testo 660x

* Other accuracies apply for wall probe length 70 mm combined with a 
current output (P07):
Operation: 2 channels at 12 mA, without display illumination, relay 
off, additional measurement error to above values at +25 °C (+77 °F), 
humidity ± 2.5 % RH

**The determination of measurement uncertainty takes place 
according to GUM (Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in 
Measurement):
For the determination of measurement uncertainty, the accuracy of 
the measuring instrument (hysteresis, linearity, reproduceability), the 
uncertainty contribution of the test site as well as the uncertainty of 
the adjustment site (works calibration) are taken into account. For this 
purpose, the value of k=2 of the extension factor, which is usual in 
measurement technology is used as a basis, which corresponds to a 
trust level of 95 %.

Humidity

Measurement parameters

Selectable units % RH; °Ctd / °Ftd

Reproduceability

t90 max. 10 sec.

Meas. range*** 0 to 100 % RH

Measurement  
uncertainty* (+25 °C)**

±(1.7 + 0.007* mv) % RH (0 to 90 % RH) / ±(1.9 + 0.007* mv) % RH (90 to 100 % RH)
+0.02 % RH per Kelvin dependent on the process and electronics temperature (for a deviation of +25 °C / +77 °F)

General technical data

Sensor

Response time (without 
protective filter)

testo 6601 testo 6602 testo 6603 testo 6604 testo 6605

Testo capacitive humidity 
sensor, plug-in

better than ±0.2 % RH

Testo capacitive humidity 
sensor, plug-in

Testo capacitive humidity 
sensor, plug-in

Testo capacitive humidity  
sensor, plug-in

Testo capacitive humidity sensor; 
soldered

Temperature
Selectable units °C / °F

Sensor -20 to +70 °C / 
-4 to +158 °F

-30 to +120 °C / 
-22 to +248 °F

-20 to +70°C / 
-4 to +158 °F

-30 to +120 °C / 
-22 to +248 °F

Measurement 
uncertainty*
(at +25 °C / +77 °F)

±0.2 °C / 0.38 °F (PT1000 Class A) ±0.15 °C / 0.27 °F 
(Pt1000 Class AA)

Cable FEP coated

Plug

Probe shaft Plastic ABS

Probe dimensions
(probe shaft length)

Cable length

70 / 200 mm

Plastic ABS

280 mm 140 / 280 mm 200 / 500 mm

Stainless steel

Probe dimensions
(diameter) 12 mm

– specially for duct versions 1 / 2 m 1 / 2 / 5 / 10 m

Operating conditions
Pressure tightness without 1 bar positive pressure (probe tip) PN 10 (probe tip)

PN 1 (probe tip)

Wall Duct CableDuct Cable

Room climate probe 
wall mounting

Climate probe duct 
mounting

Climate probe with 
cable

Process climate 
probe duct mounting 
for higher process 
temperatures

Stainless steel 
process probe with 
cable for higher 
process temperatures

Type

Operating range

***For continuous applications in high humidity (>80 % RH at ≤30 °C  
for >12 h, >60 % RH at >30 °C for >12 h), please contact us.
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testo 6651 – Humidity transmitter for critical climate applications

77
12

2

a b

162

Technical drawings

Wandfühler
testo 6601

Transmitter
testo 6651

Transmitter
testo 6651

Cable probe
testo 6604/6605

Duct probe
testo 6602/6603

Wall probe
testo 6601

L = Probe length
L–A = Probe length – length protective cal
A = 35 mm

Transmitter
testo 6651
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testo 6651 – Humidity transmitter for critical climate applications

Connection plan

+ - + - + - + -

+

-

CH1 CH2 CH324V

Connection plan 2-wire technology
(4 to 20 mA)

Connection plan 4-wire technology
(0 to 20 mA / 4 to 20 mA / 0 to 1 V / 0 to 5 V /  0 to 10 V)

18–24 
VDC

2 channels
4 to 20 mA,
max. load
500 Ω
(at 24 V)

0 V

2 channels
0 to 20 mA / 4 to 20 mA,
max. load 500 Ω each,
0 to 1 V / 0 to 5 V / 0 to 10 V 

0 V

20–30 V
AC/CD
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testo 6651 – Humidity transmitter for critical climate applications

Options / Ordering example

Bxx Analog output / supply

Cxx Display / menu language

Dxx Cable entry

Exx Ethernet

Fxx Humidity / temperature unit 
channel 1

Gxx Humidity / temperature unit 
channel 2

Hxx Relay

Order code for transmitter testo 6651 
with the following options:
- 4 to 20 mA (2-wire)

- with display and german operating 
meno

- Cable entry M16 / M20

- Factory configuration channel 1:

 % RH with scaling min 0 %, max 
100 %

- without Ethernet module

- Factory configuration channel 2:

 °C with scaling min -10 °C / -14 °F,

 max +70 °C / +158 °F*

- without relay

0555 6651 A01 B01 C03 D01 E00 F01  
0 100 G02 -10 +70 H00

The following options can be specified for the testo 6651:

Ordering example

Bxx Analog output / supply

B01 4 to 20 mA (2-wire, 24 VDC), not possible 
with relay or Ethernet module

B02 0 to 1 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B03 0 to 5 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B04 0 to 10 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B05 0 to 20 mA (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B06 4 to 20 mA (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)

Cxx Display / menu language

C00 without display / without operating menu
C02 with display and operating menu / 

English
C03 with display and operating menu / 

German
C04 with display and operating menu / French
C05 with display and operating menu / 

Spanish
C06 with display and operating menu / Italian
C07 with display and operating menu / 

Japanese
C08 with display and operating menu / 

Swedish
C02 – C08: Clear text language.  
Operating menu only available with display.

* The standard scaling is supplied if “min” and 
“max” are not specified.

** Plug connection M12, 5-pin plug and socket 
available as accessories.

*** not with code “B01”.
Relay parameterization in commissioning via 
oparating menu (display) or P2A software.

Dxx Cable entry

D01 Cable entry M16 (relay: M20)
D02 Cable entry NPT 1/2˝
D03 Cable contact via M plug connection for 

signal and supply (for optional relay: M20 
cable entry)

Exx Ethernet

E00 Without Ethernet module
E01 With Ethernet module

Fxx Humidity / temperature unit Channel 1*

F01 % RH / min / max
F02 °C / min / max
F03 °F / min / max
F04 °Ctd / min / max
F05 °Ftd / min / max
F08 g/m3

Gxx Humidity / temperature unit Channel 2*

G01 % RH / min / max
G02 °C / min / max
G03 °F / min / max
G04 °Ctd / min / max
G05 °Ftd / min / max

Hxx Relay

H00 Without relay***
H01 4 relay outputs, limit value monitoring***
H02 4 relay outputs, limit values Channel 1 + 

collective alarm***
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testo 6651 – Humidity transmitter for critical climate applications

Options / Ordering example

Lxx Probe version

L01 Probe 6601 (Wall version)
L02 Probe 6602 (Duct version -20 to +70 °C)
L03 Probe 6603 (Duct version -30 to +120 °C)
L04 Probe 6604 (Duct version -20 to +70 °C)
L05 Probe 6605 (Duct version -30 to +120 °C)

Mxx Protective cap

M01 Stainless steel protective cap
M02 Wire mesh protective filter
M03 PTFE protective cap
M04 Metal protective cap, open
M05 ABS plastic protective cap, open

Nxx Probe length / length mm

N00 Without cable (for probe 6601)
N01 Probe length 1 m (for probe 6604 / 6605)
N02 Probe length 2 m (for probe 6604  /6605)
N05 Probe length 5 m (for probe 6605 only)
N10 Probe length 10 m (for probe 6605)
N23 Probe length 0.6 m, especially for duct 

versions (for probes 6602/6603)

Pxx Probe length / length mm

P07 Probe length 70 mm (only for L01)
P14 Probe length 140 mm (only for L04)
P20 Probe length 200 mm (only for L01, L05)
P28 Probe length 280 mm (only for L01, L05)
P50 Probe length 500 mm (only L05)

Order code for testo 6602 with the 
following options:
- Duct probe  

(-20 to +70 °C / -4 to 158 °F 
sufficient)

- Sintered stainless steel probe

- Probe length 280 mm

0555 6600 L02 M01 N23 P28

The following options can be specified for the probe testo 660x

Ordering exampleLxx Probe version

Mxx Protective cap

Nxx Probe shaft length

Pxx Probe length / length mm
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Humidity transmitters

Early warning system and self-monitoring –  

preventive maintenance

Today, professional humidity transmitters are reliable links in 

the humidity control chain. Testo has made a significant con-

tribution to this with the help of the robust, condensation- 

proof Testo humidity sensor.

However, if there are corrosive media in the process, this 

often means that after a while the sensor ceases to function, 

accompanied by costly rejects (quality deficiency in the end 

product) and system downtimes.

Testo has developed a special solution for these applications: 

the Testo “early warning humidity probe” testo 6617. This 

continuously monitors the Testo humidity sensor for any 

symp toms of beginning corrosion. It recognizes this situation 

very early. The person responsible for the system is therefore 

already warned before measurement errors or measurement 

interruptions occur. Not only the probe testo 6617 serves as 

an early warning. The testo 6681 also has numerous self- 

analyses, such as

• Warning of excessive duration of condensation

• Warning of suspected drift on basis of 2-point adjustment

• Warning of unsuitable operating voltage etc.

• Warning of too high / low ambient temperature

• Warning of too high / low process temperature

• Warning of sensor adjustment malfunction

•  Warning of sensor breakage, sensor short circuit and 

cable breakage

How are these early warnings passed on to the responsible 

person? In addition to the clear-text display, one of the four 

relays can be allocated a “collective alarm”. 

Thanks to the early warning, the system supervisor can 

replace the probe early – and without interrupting the measu-

rement. The experts know: the costs saved by such “preven-

tive maintenance” far exceed the investment. The motto is 

“System Availability”.

testo 6681 – the industrial humidity measurement  
transmitter

%
rF

Continuous measurement thanks to testo 6617

Measurement interruption with conventional humidity 
probes

early warning

false  
measurement

early probe  
replacement

measurement  
breakdown

... instead of:

% RH

t
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Humidity transmitters

testo 6681 – high humidity and trace humidity

High humidity – testo 6614

Processes with high humidity are among the most deman-

ding challenges in measurement technology. In this range, 

conventional sensors tend to react slowly, while corrosion – 

high humidity processes often contain corrosive media – can 

endanger the long-term useability of the sensor.

Testo provides a unique solution for this application with the 

digital probe testo 6614. The sensor heating creates a highly 

stable microclimate, in which fast reaction, highly accurate 

measurement and corrosion-proofness are guaranteed. With 

the help of an additional temperature probe, the actual pro-

cess temperature is measured, and the process humidity  

calculated in the microprocessor.

Long-term stability with high accuracy – up to now, this com-

bination was beyond our reach in the high humidity range. 

Testo has developed an adjustment method which guaran-

tees highest accuracy in the high humidity range.

Trace humidity – testo 6615

Trace humidity – i.e. very low relative humidity or dew point 

values – is also a very demanding measurement task. Conven-

tional humidity sensors show their limitations here, especially 

in their measurement accuracy. 

Testo has now succeeded in developing a special sensor on 

the basis of a self-adjustment. With sensational results: Down 

to low trace humidity of -60° dew point (this corresponds to 

a relative humidity of 0.03 % RH at +25 °C / +77 °F), the digital 

probe testo 6615 still provides highest accuracy. The appro-

priate accessories for this application are also available.

With the help of these components, the optimum flow impact 

of the sensor, at any pressure (up to PN 16) and with opti-

mum contamination protection, can be set. For long-term 

stable trace humidity measurements in compressed air and 

dry gases.

-60 -30 0 30

testo 6615
°Ctpd

Conventional  
polymer sensor

Error
∆ °Ctpd

e.g. 73 % RH

Mist

5 K

T

[°C]

„Microclimate“  
sensor conditions  
after heating

Process conditions  
high humidity

100 % RH

[g/kg]
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Humidity transmitters

testo 6681: The solution …

Humidity measurement in H2O2 atmospheres

The patented Testo solution

The humidity transmitter testo 6681 with the newly developed 

sensor cap M08 can not only “survive” the tough H2O2 en-

vironment undamaged, it can also continue to measure humi-

dity during the H2O2 phases.

Special protective cap for H2O2 (M08)

The special protective cap M08 is designed for use in an 

H2O2 environment. Particularly advantageous is the fact that, 

no reduction is caused by the filtration, so that saturation of 

the filter cannot occur. The protective function is permanently 

guaranteed. Owing to an innovative concept, the mixture dew 

point can be determined.

Calculation of mixture dew point or mixture humidity

Different concentrations of H2O2 are used for the sterilization 

of products. The specification of the (liquid) hydrogen pero-

xide  is made in percentage by weight. This concentration can 

be entered directly in the display menu. The mixture dew 

point [°Ctm / °Ftm] or the mixture humidity [% RH] is then given 

via a third analog output.

The sterile processing of products is playing an increasingly 

important part in production processes. Hydrogen peroxide 

(H2O2) is a substance which is used for this kind of applica-

tion, largely in the food and beverage industry, as well as in 

pharmaceutical industry. The H2O2 is vaporized in order to 

keep the products in the processing chamber sterile. In order 

to carry out this process optimally, it is important to know, 

and if necessary to regulate, the humidity in the sterilization 

process. Condensation on goods to be sterilized usually has 

to be avoided.

Dry sterilization places high demands on the humidity transmitter.  
The testo 6681 works optimally in this tough environment.

The manufacture of sterile products is becoming more and more important. 
With the testo 6681, humidity and temperature values in a H2O2 environ-
ment can be measured continuously.
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Wall Duct Cable

Standard

±1 % RH±1.7 % RH±1,7 % RH±1 % RH ±1 % RH ±1.7 % RH
For high 
humidity 
-> heated

For trace 
humidity 
-> with 
auto- 

adjust-
ment

Security 
-> auto-

diagnosis 
at the 
sensor

-30 to +120 °C
-4 to +248 °F

-20 to +70 °C
-4 to +158 °F

-20 to +70 °C
-4 to +158 °F

-20 to +70 °C
-4 to +158 °F

-30 to +120 °C
-4 to +248 °F

-40 to +180 °C
-40 to +356 °F

6601 6602 6603 6604 6605

66126611 6613 6614 6615 6617

Probes for testo 6651 (testo 6600), see page 23

Probes for testo testo 6681 (testo 6610), see page 34

-20 to +70 °C
-4 to +158 °F

-30 to +150 °C
-22 to +302 °F

-40 to +180 °C
-40 to +356 °F

-40 to +180 °C
-40 to +356 °F

-60 to +30
°Ctpd

±1.2 % RH

Overview of the product range: measurement transmitters testo 6651 and digital probes 6600
Whether the decision is made in favour of a testo 6651 or a testo 6681 depends above all on the choice of probe, in addition to the question of the 
housing material (testo 6681: metal housing). In general, the measuring range 0 to 100 % RH applies, although for continuous high humidity the testo 
6614 is recommended.

Industrial humidity measurement requires absolute professio-

nalism. Not only in the running of the system, but also in the 

measurement technology used. The industrial humidity trans-

mitter testo 6681 fulfills these high demands. Over and above 

the features and benefits of the testo 6651 already described 

above (digital probes, P2A software etc.), the testo 6681 has 

a number of additional features, which the practitioner will 

appreciate.

• Accuracy, up to ±1 % RH

•  Preventative maintenance via the early warning probe 

testo 6617

•  A number of humidity parameters, such as absolute  

humidity and enthalpy etc.

• An absolutely robust metal housing

•  A trace humidity probe (testo 6615) with auto-adjustment 

and high accuracy up to -60 °Ctd

•  A high humidity probe (testo 6614), stable even in  

continuous high humidity processes

These and other reasons make testo 6681 the first choice in 

cleanroom technology, in drying technology, trace humidity 

and compressed air processes, and demanding air conditio-

ning technology.

testo 6681 – the industrial humidity measurement 
transmitter



testo 6681 – Industrial humidity transmitter + probe series testo 661x

Optimum adjustment concept thanks to adjustability of the 

entire signal chain incl. analog adjustment

Ethernet, relay, and analog outputs allow optimum 

integration into individual automation systems

Self-monitoring and early warning guarantee high system 

availability

Calculation and presentation of all relevant humidity 

parameters

P2A software for parameterization, adjustment, and analysis 

saves time and costs in commissioning and maintenance

Display with multi-language display

Robust, easy-to-clean metal housing

The industrial humidity transmitter

testo 6681 + probe 
series testo 661x

Industrial humidity measurement demands absolute 

professionalism. Not only in running the system, but also  

in the measuring technology used. The industrial humidity 

transmitter testo 6681, combined with the probe series 

testo 661x fulfills these high demands. The testo 6681  

has a number of additional features, above and beyond  

the properties and benefits of a conventional transmitter,  

which will delight practitioners. This and other reasons 

make the testo 6681 the first choice in drying technology, 

trace humidity and compressed air process technology,  

as well as in demanding air conditioning technology, e.g.  

in cleanrooms.

% RH

°C
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testo 6681 – Industrial humidity transmitter + probe series testo 661x

Technical data testo 6681

Supply

Analog outputs

Further outputs

Measurement rate 1/s

Quantity 2, optionally 3 channels (channel freely 
selectable)

Resolution 12 bit

Max. load 500 Ω at 24 V AC/DC

Inputs and outputs

Output type 0/4 to 20 mA (2-wire / 4-wire)
0 to 1/5/10 V (4-wire)

Ethernet Optional: module can be fitted as 
intermediary layer

Voltage supply 2-wire: 24 VDC ±10 %
4-wire: 20 to 30 V AC/DC

Display

Design

Miscellaneous

Installation

Display Optional: 2-line LCD with clear text line 
and relay status display

General technical data

Material Metal

Dimensions 122 x 162 x 77 mm (without probe)

Resolution

Protection class IP 65

EMC 2004/108/EG

Weight 1.960 kg  
(without probe, without Ethernet module)

Operation
Parameterization 4 operating buttons for display / P2A 

software

Operating conditions

Humidity

Measurement parameters

Measuring range 0 to 100 % RH

Selectable units Dependent on probe, available are:
relative humidity % RH; normed atm. dew point  
in °CtdA (°FtdA); dew point in °Ctd (°Ftd);  
absolute humidity in g/m³ (gr/ft³); degree of 
humidity in g/kg (gr/lb); enthalpy in kJ/kg (BTU/
lb); psychrometer temperature in °Ctw (°Ftw);  
water vapour partial pressure in hPa/H20;  
water content in ppmV; mixture dew point H2O2 
in °Ctm / °Ftm; % RH acc. to WMO; temperature 
in °C / °F

Trace humidity

Measuring range -60 to +30 °Ctd / -76 to +86 °Ftd
(only with testo 6610 L15)

Selectable units Dew point in °Ctd / °Ftd

Galvanic isolation Galvanic isolation of the output 
signals (2-wire and 4-wire), isolation 
of supply from outputs (4-wire)

Accuracy of the analog 
outputs

0/4 to 20 mA ± 0.03 mA
0 to 1 V ±1.5 mV
0 to 5 V ±7.5 mV
0 to 10 V ±15 mV

Relays Optional: 4 relays (free allocation to 
measurement channels or as collective alarm 
with operating menu / P2A software), up to 
250 V AC/DC / 3 A (NO/NC)

Other outputs Mini DIN for Testo P2A software

Current consumption max. 300 mA

Probe connection Digital probe connection

Temperature

Measuring range Dependent on probe (testo 661x)

Selectable units Temperature in °C / °F

Operating temperature 
(with integrated relay)

-40 to +60 °C

Measurement medium Air, nitrogen

Operating temperatureWithout 
display

With display

-40 to +70 °C / -40 to +158 °F

Storage temperature -40 to +80 °C / -40 to +176 °F

Operating temperature 0 to +50 °C / +32 to +122 °F

Storage temperature -40 to +80 °C / -40 to +176 °F

0.1 % RH / °Ctd / °Ftd / °Ctw / °Ftw or 
0.01 °C / °F 1g / kg / g/m³ / ppm
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testo 6681 – Industrial humidity transmitter + probe series testo 661x

Technical data probe range testo 6610

* Other accuracies apply for wall probe length 70 mm combined with a 
current output (P07):
Operation: 2 channels at 12 mA, without display illumination, relay 
off, additional measurement error to above values at +25 °C (+77 °F), 
humidity ± 2.5 % RH

**The determination of measurement uncertainty takes place 
according to GUM (Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in 
Measurement):
For the determination of measurement uncertainty, the accuracy of 

Humidity

Selectable units % RH; °Ctd/°Ftd; g/m3 / gr/ft3; g/kg / gr/lb; kJ/kg; BTU/lb; °Ctw / °Ftw; hPa; inch H2O2; ppmv; % Vol.; 
°Ctm (H2O2) / °Ftm (H2O2)

Reproduceability

t90 max. 10 sec.

Measuring range*** 0 to 100 % RH

Measurement 
uncertainty*
(+25 °C)**

testo 6611/12/13: ±(1.0 + 0.007* mv) % RH for 0 to 100 % RH / ±(1.4 + 0.007* mv) % RH for 90 to 100 % RH; 
testo 6614: ±(1.0+ 0.007* mv) % RH for 0 to 100 % RH; 
testo 6617: ±(1.2 + 0.007* mv) % RH for 0 to 90 % RH / ±(1.6 + 0007* mv) % RH for 90 to 100 % RH
+0.02 % RH per Kelvin dependent on the process and electronics temperature (for a deviation of +25 °C / +77 °F)

General technical data

Sensor

Response time

testo 6611 testo 6612 testo 6613 testo 6614 testo 6615

Testo capacitive 
humidity sensor, 
plug-in

better than ±0.2 % RH

Testo capacitive humidity sensor; soldered

Temperature
Selectable units °C / °F

Measuring range

Measurement 
uncertainty*
(at +25 °C / +77 °F)

Probes

Cable

Plug

Type

Probe shaft

Probe dimensions
(probe shaft length)

Cable length

Probe dimensions
(diameter)

testo 6617

Measurement parameters

see trace humidity 0 to 100 % RH

-20 to +70 °C / 
-4 to +158 °F

-30 to +150 °C / 
-22 to +248 °F

-40 to +180 °C / -40 to +356 °F -40 to +180 °C / 
-40 to +356 °F

-40 to +120 °C / 
-40 to +248 °F

±0.15 °C / 0.27 °F (Pt1000 Class AA)

Trace humidity
Trace humidity -60 to +30 °Ctd / 

-76 to +86 °Ftd

Measurement 
uncertainty

±1 K at 0° Ctd
±2 K at -40° Ctd
±4 K at -50° Ctd

Wall Cable Cable Heated cable Cable trace 
humidity (self-
adjustment)

Cable with cover 
electrode monitoring

Stainless steel

FEP coated

Plastic ABS

12 mm

70/200 mm 200/300/500/ 
800 mm

120/200/300/500/
800 mm

200/500 mm

— specially for duct 
versions

1/2/5/10 m

Operating conditions
1 bar positive pressure (probe tip) PN 10 (probe tip)

PN 1 (probe tip)
PN 16
(probe tip)

1 bar positive pressure 
(probe tip)

Pressure tightness

Operating range Room climate probe 
wall mounting

Process humidity 
probe duct mounting

Process humidity 
probe flexible with 
cable

Humidity probe 
for high humidity 
applications / when 
risk of condensation

Humidity probe for 
trace humidity / 
dew point (with self-
adjustment)

Humidity probe with 
self-monitoring for 
sensor-damaging 
media

the measuring instrument (hysteresis, linearity, reproduceability), the 
uncertainty contribution of the test site as well as the uncertainty of 
the adjustment site (works calibration) are taken into account. For this 
purpose, the value of k=2 of the extension factor, which is usual in 
measurement technology is used as a basis, which corresponds to a 
trust level of 95 %.

***For continuous applications in high humidity (>80 % RH at ≤30 °C  
for >12 h, >60 % RH at > 30 °C for >12 h), please contact us.  
testo 6614 is suitable for high humidity applications.
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Technical drawings

77

12
2

a b

162

Transmitter
testo 6681

Cable probe
testo 6615/6617

Transmitter
testo 6681

Cable probe
testo 6614

Transmitter
testo 6681

Cable probe
testo 6613

Transmitter
testo 6681

Duct probe
testo 6612

Transmitter
testo 6681

Wall probe
testo 6611

L = Probe length
L–A = Probe length – length protective cal
A = 35 mm
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Connection plan

CH1 CH2 CH3
+ - + - + -

+

-

Connection plan 2-wire technology 
(4 to 20 mA)

Connection plan 4-wire technology 
(0 to 20 mA / 4 to 20 mA / 0 to 1 V / 0 to 5 V / 0 to 10 V)

18–24
VDC

0 V

2 or 3 channels
4 to 20 mA,
max. load
500 Ω
(at 24 V)

18–24
VDC

0 V
2 or 3 channels
0 to 20 mA /
4 to 20 mA,
max. load  500 Ω each
0 to 1 V / 0 to 5 V / 0 to 10 V
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Options / Ordering example

Bxx Analog output / supply

B01 4 to 20 mA (2-wire, 24 VDC), not possible 
with relay, Ethernet module or probe testo 
6614 / 6615

B02 0 to 1 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B03 0 to 5 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B04 0 to 10 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B05 0 to 20 mA (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B06 4 to 20 mA (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)

Cxx Display / menu language

C00 without display / without operating menu
C02 with display and operating menu / English
C03 with display and operating menu / German
C04 with display and operating menu / French
C05 with display and operating menu / Spanish
C06 with display and operating menu / Italian
C07 with display and operating menu / 

Japanese
C08 with display and operating menu / 

Swedish

C02–C08 Clear text language. Operating menu 
only available with display.

Dxx Cable entry

D01 Cable entry M16 (relay: M20)
D02 Cable entry NPT 1/2˝
D03 Cable contact via M plug connection for 

signal and supply (for optionale relay:  
M20 cable entry)**

Bxx Analog output / supply

Cxx Display / menu language

Dxx Cable entry

Exx Ethernet

Fxx Humidity / temperature unit

Gxx Humidity / temperature unit

Hxx Relay

Ixx Humidity / temperature unit 
(optional)

Order code for transmitter testo 6681 
with the following options:
- 4 to 20 mA (4-wire)
- Housing with display with menu 

setting English
- Cable entry M16 / M20
- Ethernet module
- Factory configuration Channel 1: 

°Ctd with scaling min 0 °Ctd,  
max 100 °Ctd*

- Factory configuration Channel 2: 
°C with scaling min -10 °C / -14 °F

- max +70 °C / +158 °F*
- with relay
- without 3rd channel

0555 6681 A01 B06 C02 D01 E01 F04  
0 100 G02 -10 +70 H01 I00

The following options can be specified for the testo 6681:

Ordering example

Exx Ethernet

E00 Without Ethernet module
E01 With Ethernet module

Fxx Humidity / temperature unit

F01 % RH / min / max
F02 °C / min / max
F03 °F / min / max
F04 °Ctd / min / max
F05 °Ftd / min / max
F06 g/kg / min / max
F07 gr/lb / min / max
F08 g/m3 / min / max
F09 gr/ft3 / min / max
F10 ppmV / min / max
F11 °Cwb / min / max (wet bulb)
F12 °Fwb / min / max (wet bulb)
F13 kJ/kg / min / max (enthalpy in air)
F14 hPaH2O / min / max (water vapour partial 

pressure)
F15 inch H2O / min / max (water vapour partial 

pressure)
F18 % Vol.

F01–F18 = Channel 1*

Gxx Humidity / temperature unit

G01 % RH / min / max
G02 °C / min / max
G03 °F / min / max
G04 °Ctd / min / max
G05 °Ftd / min / max
G06 g/kg / min / max
G07 gr/lb / min / max
G08 g/m3 / min / max
G09 gr/ft3 / min / max
G10 ppmV / min / max
G11 °Cwb / min / max (wet bulb)
G12 °Fwb / min / max (wet bulb)
G13 kJ/kg / min / max (enthalpy in air)
G14 hPa / max (water vapour partial pressure)
G15 inch H2O / min / max (water vapour partial 

pressure)
G18 % Vol.

G01–G18 = Channel 2*

Hxx Relay (not with B01)

H00 Without relay
H01 4 relay outputs, limit value monitoring
H02 4 relay outputs, limit values Channel 1 

+ collective alarm

Ixx Humidity / temperature unit (optional)

I00 no optional 3rd analog output
I01 % RH / min / max
I02 °C / min / max
I03 °F / min / max
I04 °Ctd / min / max
I05 °Ftd / min / max
I06 g/kg / min / max
I07 gr/lb / min / max
I08 g/m3 / min / max
I09 gr/ft3 / min / max
I10 ppmV / min / max
I11 °Cwb / min / max (wet bulb)
I12 °Fwb / min / max (wet bulb)
I13 kJ/kg / min / max (enthalpy)
I14 hPaH2O / min / max (water vapour partial 

pressure)
I15 inch H2O / min / max (water vapour partial 

pressure)
I16 °Ctm / mixture dew point for H2O2
I17 °Ftm / mixture dew point for H2O2
I18 % Vol.

I00–I18 = Channel 3*

* The standard scaling is supplied if “min” and 
“max” are not specified.

** Plug connection M12, 5-pin plug and socket 
available as accessories.
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Options / Ordering example

Lxx Probe version

Mxx Protective cap

Nxx Probe shaft length

Pxx Probe length / length mm

Order code for probe testo 6613 with 
the following options:
- Cable probe, -40 to +180 °C
- Sintered stainless steel filter
- Cable length 2 m
- Probe length 300 mm

0555 6610 L13 M01 N02 P30

The following options can be specified for the probe testo 661x:

Ordering example

Lxx Probe version

L11 Probe 6611 (wall version)
L12 Probe 6612 (duct version up to +150 °C)
L13 Probe 6613 (duct version up to +180 °C)
L14 Probe 6614 (heated cable version)
L15 Probe 6615 (trace humidity cable version)
L17 Probe 6617 (self-monitored cable version)

Mxx Protective cap

M01 Stainless steel protective cap
M02 Wire mesh protective filter
M03 PTFE protective cap
M04 Metal protective cap, open
M06 PTFE protective cap with condensate drip 

hole
M07 PTFE protective cap with condensation 

protection and condensate drip hole
M08 Protective cap for H2O2 atmospheres

Nxx Probe shaft length / length 

N00 Without cable (only L11)
N01 Probe shaft length 1 m (not for L11, L12)
N02 Probe shaft length 2 m (not for L11, L12)
N05 Probe shaft length 5 m (not for L11, L12)
N10 Probe shaft length 10 m (not for L11, L12)
N23 Probe shaft length 0.6 m, specially for 

duct versions (only L12)

Pxx Probe length / length mm

P07 Probe length 70 mm (only L11)
P12 Probe length 120 mm (only L13)
P20 Probe length 200 mm
P30 Probe length 300 mm (only L12, L13)
P50 Probe length 500 mm (not with L11)
P80 Probe length 800 mm (only L12, L13)
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Humidity transmitters

Filter / protective caps for testo 6621 and probes, 
testo 6651, testo 6681

*1 *1 *1

*1*1*1

*1 *1 *1
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Flow velocity [m/s] Relative humidity [%]Particle size

without coarse

Code M01 (0554 0647): 
Stainless steel protective 
cap (sintered) pore size 
100 μm

Sensor protection for dusty atmospheres  
or higher flow velocities
• Mechanically robust
• Good sensor protection
• Easy to clean

Code M02 (0554 0757): 
Wire mesh protective cap

Special properties
• fast reaction time
• limited protection in dusty atmospheres
• pore size 70 μm

Code M04 (0554 0755): 
Metal protective cap 
(open))

•  Fast reaction time, at flow 
velocities <7 m/s (not suitable for dusty  
or high humidity atmospheres) 

• Especially suited to cleanrooms

Flow velocity [m/s] Relative humidity [%]Particle size

without coarse Fine

Flow velocity [m/s] Relative humidity [%]Particle size

without coarse Fine

Is clogged by  
too fine dust  
(e.g. sand)

The special protective cap M08 is designed 
for use in an H2O2 environment. Particularly 
advantageous is the fact that no reduction is 
caused by the filtration, so that saturation of 
the filter cannot occur. The protective func-
tion is permanently guaranteed. Owing to an 
innovative concept, the mixture dew point 
can be determined.
• Pore size 100 μm

Code M08 (0699 5867/1):  
Special protective cap for H2O2 environment
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Code M07 (0554 0166): 
PTFE protective cap

•  PTFE protective cap with condensation 
protection (0554 0166) and  
condensation drip hole (0554 9913)

• Pore size 100 μm
• Use in dust-free atmospheres

Code M06 (0554 9913):  
PTFE protective cap  

•  PTFE protective cap with 
condensation drip hole  
1.5 mm

• Pore size 100 μm
• Use in dust-free processes

Filter / protective caps for testo 6621 and probes, 
testo 6651, testo 6681 

*1 *1

*1 *1 *1
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PTFE-Filter

PTFE filter with 
condensation 
protection
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Constant and  
changing  
temperatures -> 
PTFE filter with  
drip hole and  
condensation  
protection

PTFE filter or 
PTFE filter with 
drip hole

PTFE filter with 
condensation 
protection
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Flow velocity [m/s] Relative humidity [%]Particle size

without coarse Fine

Constant and 
changing  
temperatures -> 
PTFE filter with 
drip hole and 
condensation 
protection -> 
M07 filter

PTFE filter or 
PTFE filter with 
drip hole

PTFE filter with 
condensation 
protection

*1 Temperature data are not exactly specifiable, and are based mainly on the measuring range of the probe used. Between -20 to +70 °C,  
experience provides values which are used here as a basis.

Constant and  
changing  
temperatures -> 
PTFE filter with 
drip hole and  
condensation  
protection

Code M03 (0554 0758): 
PTFE protective cap

•  Pore size 100 μm, sensor 
protection in high humidity 
and aggressive atmospheres especially  
suitable for changing temperatures in  
continuous high humidity

*1
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Accessories Testo humidity transmitters

Interface and software testo 6621 testo 6651 testo 6681 Part no.

1  P2A software (parameterization, adjustment and analysis software 
for PC), incl. USB cable (PC side) to the Mini-DIN interface (instrument)

ü ü ü 0554 6020

Fixings, installation assistance

2  Wall/duct holder (for mounting duct versions testo 6602/6603/6612 
in duct or for mounting cable version on wall e.g. testo 
6604/6605/6613) or for attaching the temperature probe 6614 

ü ü ü 0554 6651

Pressure-tight screw connection G1/2˝ (stainless steel 1.4401) with 
cutting ring to 16 bar (232 psi). Necessary for fitting probe testo 6615 
in the pressure chamber (0554 3312)

– ü ü 0554 1795

3  Pressure-tight screw connection G1/2˝ (stainless steel) with PTFE 
ring to 6 bar (87 psi)

– ü ü 0554 1796

Sensor filters and protective caps

4  Stainless steel sintered filter, pore size 100 μm, probe protection in 
dusty atmospheres or higher flow velocities

ü*
(M01)

ü
(M01)

ü
(M01)

0554 0647

Wire mesh filter, probe protection from coarse particles ü*
(M02)

ü
(M02)

ü
(M02)

0554 0757

PTFE sintered filter, pore size 100 μm probe, protection in high  
humidity and corrosive atmospheres

ü*
(M03)

ü
(M03)

ü
(M03)

0554 0759

5  Metal protective cap (open), fast reaction time at flow velocities  
< 7 m/s (not suitable for dusty atmospheres)

ü*
(M04)

ü
(M04)

ü
(M04)

0554 0755

Plastic protective cap (open), fast reaction time at flow velocities  
< 7 m/s (not suitable for dusty atmospheres)

ü*
(M05)

ü
(M05)

– 0192 0265

PTFE sintered filter with 1.5 mm condensate drip hole, ideal for high 
humidity with condensation protection (0554 0166) – ü

(M06)
ü

(M06)
0554 9913

H2O2 protective cap – – ü
(M08)

0699 5867/1

6  Protection from moisture (aluminum) protects sensor from  
condensation

– – ü 0554 0166

Dew point measurement

Precision measurement chamber up to 35 bar (ideal for lowest 
humidity) for optimum flow impact onto the sensor, with continuously 
adjustable flow valve

– – ü 0554 3312

Plug connections

Plug connection M12 5-pin plug and socket (for signal / voltage 
supply) – ü ü 0554 6682

Ethernet

7  Ethernet module for installation by customer (IP 65 only when  
Ethernet plug 0554 6653 is inserted)

– ü ü 0554 6656

8  Ethernet plug – ü ü 0554 6653

* for duct version only

Accessories Testo humidity transmitters
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P2A software Pressure-tight screw
connection G1/2˝  
(st. steel) with PTFE 
ring to 6 bar (87 psi)

Stainless steel  
sintered cap,  
Ø 12 mm  

Protective metal 
mesh, Ø 12 mm

Wall / duct holder  

54321

Protection from 
moisture (aluminium)
Protects sensor from
condensation

6

Ethernet module

7

Ethernet plug
(Harting plug)

8

Control and humidity 
adjustment set

Extension and ad-
justment cable, 10 m

109

Accessories Testo humidity transmitters testo 6621 testo 6651 testo 6681 Part no.

Adjustment possibilities

9  Testo saline pots for control and humidity adjustment of humidity 
probes, 11.3 % RH and 75.3 % RH with adapter for humidity probe

ü ü ü 0554 0660

10  Extension and adjustment cable, 10 m; for testo 6651 / 6681 
(IP 65; operating temperature +70 °C)

– ü ü 0554 6610

Supply

Mains unit (desk-top) 110 to 240 VAC / 24 VDC (350 mA) ü ü ü 0554 1748

Mains unit (top-hat rail mounting) 100 ... 240 VAC / 24 VDC (2.5 A) ü ü ü 0554 1749

Spare parts

Spare sensor system (% RH) for testo 6621 and probe series 6600 ü – – 0420 0023

Calibration

ISO calibration certificate humidity, Calibration points 11.3 % RH,  
50 % RH and 75.3 % RH at +25 °C / +70 °F; per channel / instrument ü ü ü 0520 0176

ISO calibration certificate / humidity, Calibration points freely  
selectable from 5 to 95 % RH at +15 to +35 °C /  
+59 to +95 °F or -18 to +80 °C / -0.4 to +176 °F

ü ü ü 0520 0066

DAkkS calibration certificate humidity; Calibration points 11.3 % RH,  
50 % RH and 75.3 % RH at +25 °C / +70 °F; per channel / instrument ü ü ü 0520 0276

DAkkS calibration certificate / humidity, Calibration points freely  
selectable from 5 to 95 % RH at +25 °C ü ü ü 0520 0236

DAkkS calibration certificate / Temperature; Calibration points -20 °C;  
0 °C; +60 °C; per channel / instrument ü ü ü 0520 0261



Dew point transmitters 

Assuring quality – lowering costs

What is compressed air quality?

The international norm ISO 8573 determines seven classes of 

compressed air quality, and prescribes which humidity, which 

oil content, which particle content etc. the compressed air 

may contain. Class 1 makes the highest demands. Class 4 is 

fulfilled, for example, when the pressure dew point does not 

exceed 3 °Ctd or 37 °Ftd or an absolute humidity of 6 g of 

water vapour per m3 or 1083 ppmv (parts per million by vo-

lume). The principle step taken to comply with a quality class 

consists in the installation of a suitable dryer. Its monitoring 

and, if needed, regulation is dealt with by testo 6740.

How can costs be lowered?

The main purpose of the use of the testo 6740 consists in the 

monitoring and avoidance of excessively high humidity in 

networks, in order to avoid damage. This damage leads to 

considerable costs, especially if the quality of the end pro-

duct is affected. In addition to this, with the use of adsorption 

dryers, running costs can be considerably lowered.

ISO 8573 Trace humidity Typical applications

Class ˚Ctd ˚Ftd g/m3 ppm
(at 7 bar)

1 -70 -94 0.003 0.37 Semiconductor  
manufacturing

2 -40 -40 0.12 18 Granulate dryers

3 -20 -4 0.88 147 Transport air

4 3 37 5.51 1083

Working / energy air5 7 44 7.28 1432

6 10 50 8.93 1756

7 - - - - Blow air

Equipment Compressed air dryer

Monitoring / regulation testo 6721 / 6740 / 6681 + 6615

>>

Production Distribution User

Corrosion in pipes & 
functional components

Pneumatic drives:
• Interruption of lubrication
• Mechanical damage

Formation of ice in  
refrigerated and outside areas

Compressor Dryer

e.g. medical  
compressed air

damp powder 
sticks together

bacterial growth 
(European drug  
legislation)

e.g. transport air for 
pharmaceutical powder

44
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Cooling dryer Membrane dryer

Optimal for trace humidity measurement

The testo humidity probe is generally adjusted at several 

points, so that only minimal deviations occur. In addition to 

this, for trace humidity measurement an adjustment is carried 

out and documented at -40 °Ctd / -40 °Ftd (pressure dew 

point) with the help of a highly accurate reference measure-

ment (dew point mirror). Reliable and exact measurement 

values are thus available to the user in the relevant range (to 

-60 °Ctd / -76 °Ftd).

Monitoring trace humidity, avoiding damage

Compressed air, air and gases are used in all areas of indus-

try. Humidity is usually undesired here, as it causes damage, 

or can also reduce the quality of the end product (see dia-

gram p. 44). 

Dry com-
pressed air

Humid com-
pressed air

Cooling circuit

Condensate

Humid com-
pressed air 

Dry compressed air 
Typical: -30 to -20 °Ctd 

Branching of 
purge air

e.g. 20 % RH

Diffusion of water  
molecules through  
hollow fiber membranes

Humid 
purge air

Expansion of purge air 
(e.g. 6 => 1 bar)  
=> % RH

e.g. 0.02 % RH

If chamber switchover is humidi-

ty-controlled using the testo 

6740 rather than time controlled,  

(see diagram on the right), the 

dry phases (blue) are normally 

considerably longer than the re-

generation phases (red). During 

this time regeneration air needs 

not be produced, so that the 

compressors can be reduced 

from 100 % to about 85 % vo-

lume flow. This results in signifi-

cant savings in operating costs.  

Adsorption dryers
Dry com-
pressed air

Humid com-
pressed air

Cooling dryers and membrane dryers

Whether cooling dryers or membrane dryers, without continuous monitoring of the dryer, damage can hardly be avoided. 

Blocked condensate drainage pipes and badly sealed by-pass pipes are directly detected by too high humidity values. 

Regeneration

Chamber switchover
e.g. at -35 °Ctd

Alarm e.g. at
-30 °Ctd

Container A

Dew point
(°Ctd)

Drying

Regeneration

Drying

Container B

Time
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In critical applications, testo 6740 monitors the compressed 
air humidity directly before the user – e.g. in electronics 
production.

In high and medium voltage, SF6 is used to avoid switch sparking.  
testo 6740 constantly monitors humidity – this way, the exchange cycles of the  
expensive gas can be maximized; damage is avoided.

Overview of dew point transmitters

Compressed air class 1 Compressed air class 2

testo 6721 
see page 47

testo 6740 
see page 54

testo 6681 and testo 6615 
see page 32

-70 -50 -45 -30 -20 -10 0 +10 +30



Measurement of dew points in the measuring range  

-45 to +30 °Ctd

2 switch outputs for monitoring limit values

Long term stable and condensation-proof Testo humidity 

sensor (polymer sensor) guarantees highest process 

security

P2A software for parameterization, adjustment, and analysis 

saves time and costs in commissioning and maintenance

Low-budget solution for monitoring refrigeration dryers

Compact design allows easy integration into a refrigeration 

dryer or pneumatic machine

Dew point guard to -45 °Ctd

testo 6721

The testo 6721 is a low-budget dew point guard with two 

switch contacts for controlling and monitoring refrigeration 

and adsorption dryers. 

The continuous monitoring and control of compressed air 

dryers was up to now often not economically viable.  

The testo 6721 closes this gap. Whether integrated as a 

component in the dryer or pneumatic machine, or installed 

by the customer: With this compact solution, you increase 

the efficiency of your dryer. At the same time, you avoid 

follow-on damage to systems and products caused by 

excessive humidity in the compressed air. 

°Ctd
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testo 6721 – Dew point guard to -45 °Ctd

Technical data

Power

Outputs

Further outputs

Measurement rate 1/s

Switch outputs 2 x potential-free, switch voltage  
24 VDC / VAC, switch current 0.5 A, 
optional wiring as NC contact or NO 
contact

Resolution switch output 0.1 °Ctd or 0.1 °Ftd

Inputs and outputs

Hysteresis and limit 
values

Free selection within measurement 
range through order code, or set 
using P2A software

Digital Mini DIN interface (serial) for 
parameterization / adjustment / analysis 
through P2A software

Voltage supply 24 VAC / VDC (20 to 30 VAC / VDC 
max.)

Current consumption

AC or DC

Design

Installation

General technical data

Material Plastic PAA GF30

Dimensions 167 x 33 x 33 mm

Protection class IP 65

EMC In accordance with EU guideline 89/336/EEC

Thread / 
process connection

G1/2 thread (Order code A01) or 
NPT1/2 thread (Order code A02)

Weight 240 g

0 to +50 °C (+32 to +122 °F)
Operating conditions

Storage temperature -40 to +70 °C (-40 to +158 °F)

Dew point/trace humidity

Parameters

Measuring range -30 to +30 °Ctd (-22 to +86 °Ftd)
-45 to +30 °Ctd (-49 to +86 °Ftd)

Units °Ctd / °Ftd

Reaction time ≤1s

Measurement 
inaccuracy

±8 K > -40 °Ctd (-40 °Ftd)
±4 K > -30 °Ctd (-22 °Ftd)
±3 K > -20 °Ctd (-4 °Ftd) 
±2 K > -10 °Ctd (+14 °Ftd) 
±1 K > 0 °Ctd (32 °Ftd)

Sensor protection Stainless steel sintered filter (12 mm)

Temperature
Sensor NTC

Sensor Testo humidity sensor with special trace 
humidity adjustment (polymer sensor)

Outputs

2-wire current
4 to 20 mA

4-wire voltage

DC

DC

AC

Supply
voltage [V]

Currnet consumption 
[mA]

20 / 24 / 30 20 / 20 / 20

24 / 30 / 20 7 / 7 / 20

24 / 30 22 / 28

Other features

Measuring medium Compressed air (filtered and dried, 
ISO 8573-classes 2-4-2)

Process pressure max. 50 bar (abs.)

Operating temperature 
(housing)
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Technical drawings / Connection plan

33

176

13

167

33

21ø

72

56

9242

 

Pin allocation
1 Root switch contact 1
2 Closer switch contact 1
3 Opener switch contact 1
4 Supply +
5 Opener switch contact 2
6 Closer switch contact 2
7 Function earth
8 Supply -
9 Root switch contact 2

Technical drawings

Connection plan
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Options / Ordering example

50

AXX Process connection

BXX Measuring range

FXX Unit dew point / min. max. limit 
value / hysteresis (pre-setting)

Order code for testo 6721 with the 
following options:
- G1/2 thread
- Dew point in °Ctd

- Hysteresis = 1 K
- Measuring range -30 °Ctd

- Lower limit value at +5 °Ctd

- Upper limit value at +14 °Ctd

0555 6721 A01 B01 + 5 + 14 F01 1

The following options can be specified for the testo 6721:

Ordering example

AXX Process connection

A01 Process connection G1/2
A02 Process connection NPT 1/2

BXX Measuring range

B01 Measuring range -30 to +30 °Ctd
B02 Measuring range -45 to +30 °Ctd

FXX Unit dew point / min. max. limit value 
/ hysteresis (pre-setting)

F01 Dew point °Ctd / LV 1 / LV 2 / hysteresis
F02 Dew point °Ftd / LV 1 / LV 2 / hysteresis
 

Limit values: Without specification, default limit 
values are +5 °Ctd / +10 °Ctd, at 1 K hysteresis 
(for unit °F: +45 °Ftd / +55 °Ftd / 2 °F hysteresis). 
They can be set to customer requirements with 
the help of the Order code, cf. Order example.
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testo 6740 – Features + benefits

Highest reliability

•  Long-term reliable testo humidity sensor, tried and tested 

100,000 times

•  Demonstrably correct indication of measurement ranges 

and data

•  Highest manufacturing quality

Calculation of the most important trace humidity  

variables

•  e.g. °Ctd, °CtdA (atmospheric), ppmv and absolute humidity

Adjustment report

Convenient operation

• via the display without additional aids 

•  local 1-point calibration by manual input of reference 

value

In adsorption dryers, testo 6740 monitors not only the trace humidity 
highly reliably, it additionally serves the optimal regulation – resulting in 
lower operating costs.

The optional switch output plug (0554 3302)  
enables two outputs to be used, whose status  
is displayed by two LEDs, in addition to the  
4 to 20 mA output. 

Analog output 4 to 20 mA (-wire)
• 2 limit signal outputs (optional)
•  pre- and main alarm as potential-free 

contact
• 2 LED display alarm status

Easy menu operation via buttons
• select humidity unit
• alter scaling
• set alarms incl. hysteresis
• carry out 1-point calibration locally
• test analog signal and alarm outputs
• call up historical min. / max. values

The right process connection
• G1/2 or NPT1/2
• pressure-tight up to 50 bar (725 psi)
• optional with measurement chamber

The long-term reliable Testo humidity 
sensor with documentable fine calibration 
at a trace humidity of -40 °Ctd / -40 °Ftd

Brightly lit 7-segment display (opt.)
• housing can be rotated by 350°
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Dew point or atmospheric Dew point? –  
Wiring (testo 6740)
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Dew point or atmospheric dew point?

Atmospheric air is able to store more water vapor than com-

pressed air. If compressed air is cooled down, it already rea-

ches its dew point (°Ctd or °Ftd) at higher temperatures, 

whereas atmospheric air can be cooled down further before 

condensate is first precipitated (atmospheric dew point in 

°CtdA or °FtdA). Only the pressure dew point is relevant to the 

monitoring of compressed air systems for trace humidity, 

because this indicates how far away the “danger threshold” 

(= dew point) is. Since some users are accustomed to wor-

king with an atmospheric dew point, however, the testo 6740 

allows the choice of the outputs pressure dew point and at-

mospheric dew point (the process pressure is input for the 

latter). 

Compressed air (35 bar) is relieved to 4 bar. The pressure dew point thus 
falls from +10 °Ctd to -23 °Ctd.

Compressed air (7 bar) has a pressure dew point of 20 °Ctd.  
This corresponds to an atmospheric dew point of-8 °CtdA.

The electrical wiring What is the load RL?
The total resistance of the 2-wire connection, consisting of the wire,  
display and control.

Standard plug  
(4 to 20 mA, 2-wire)

Signal +

4 to 20 mA

Signal -

RL

U= 20 to 28
VDC

With switch contact plug 
Order Nr. (0554 3302)
(4 to 20 mA, 2-wire plus  
2 potential-free switch  
contacts): 8-core cable

Signal +

4 to 20 mA

Signal -

RL

U= 12 to 30
VDC

Supply +

Supply -

US ±

LS ±

ON,  if value is > US+HYS

OFF, if value < US-HYS

ON,  if value > LS+HYS

OFF, if value < LS-HYS

RL = Load impedance, external load

U

10 V

24 V

30 V

300 Ohm

650 Ohm

950 Ohm

–

650 Ohm

–

LS = Lower Switch    US = Upper Switch

ON

OFF

LS

HYS ON

OFF

US °Ctpd

HYS

Measurement uncertainty at diverse  
process temperatures
As can be seen in the diagram, measurement 
accuracy depends on the process temperature 
and pressure dew point range. To achieve the 
best measurement results using testo 6740, a 
process temperature range of preferably +25 °C 
and a pressure Dew point range of greater than 
-45 °Ctd should be ensured.

Absolute humidity [g/m³] at 1 bar abs / 25 °C

Atmospheric dew point [°CtdA]

D
ew

 p
oi

nt
 [°

C
td

]
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e 
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0 
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]

-60
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-55

-50

-45

-40

-35

-30
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  ___ Target value / *td
  ___ 25 °C
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Target value / °Ctd (process dew point)
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Display = Target Value
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35 °C
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35 °C
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Example:  
At -30 °Ctd and +25 °C  
process temperature  
±3K uncertainty

35
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14

7
4
2.5

0
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testo 6740: System components, 
ordering data

53

Costumer-specifically combinable

Each measurement cell can be optimally equipped. Whether with or without 

display, with a European G 1/2 thread or an American NPT 1/2 thread. Whether 

with or without switch output. Directly mounted, with a measurement chamber 

or cooling coil. All combinations are possible, ideal for your requirements. 

The 4 types of the testo 6740 line – ordering data Part no.

Basic instrument (incl. plug for output analog signal)

testo 6741, G 1/2 thread, without display  0555 6741 

testo 6742, NPT 1/2 thread, without display 0555 6742 

testo 6743, G 1/2 thread, with display 0555 6743 

testo 6744, NPT 1/2 thread, with display  0555 6744 

Accessories Part no.

Alarm plug: Cable connection plug for power supply/analog output  
4 to 20 mA, with 2 floating switch contacts (standard: NO / optional: 
NC) and 2 LEDs

0554 3302

Measurement chamber for optimum flow on humidity sensor  
(standard compressed air connection / G 1/2), up to 15 bar (217 psi) 0554 3303

Cooling coil for process temperatures above 50 °C / 122 °F  
(up to 200 °C), with measurement chamber only 0554 3304

Stainless steel precision measurement chamber up to 35 bar  
(ideal for lowest humidity) for optimum flow impact onto the sensor, 
with continously adjustable flow valve

0554 3312

ISO calibration certificate dew point,  
two adjustment points -10 /-40 °Ctd at 6 bar 0520 0136

ISO calibration certificate / humidity, dew point meters; calibration 
points freely selectable from -60 to 0 °Ctd (-40 to 32 °Ftd) at 6 bar  
(-40 to 32 °Ftd) at 87 psi

0520 0116

Mains unit (desk-top) 110 to 240 VAC / 24 VDC (350 mA) 0554 1748

Mains unit (top-hat rail mounting) 100 to 240 VAC / 24 VDC (2.5 A) 0554 1749

Pressure-proof up to 50 bar 

Standard  
Analog output 4 to 20 mA, (2-wire)

Optional alarm plug 
(0554 3302): 2 switch output built-in
analog output 4 ... 20 mA, (2-wire)
+ 2 switch outputs (potential-free)
+ 2 LED

Push-in pressure connection  
(plug NW 7,2) 

G 1/2 inside thread

Measurement chamber (0554 3303)  
for optimum flow past the probe (valve can be 
adjusted infinitely) and for fast (de)installation 
(up to 15 bar). Preset at 1 l/min at 7 bar.

Cooling coil (0554 3304) ) for process  
temperatures 50 to 200 °C/122 to 392 °F  
(only with measurement chamber)

Standard  
compressed air  
connection 
(socket NW 7.2)

Push-in pressure connection 
(plug NW 7.2)

testo 6741

testo 6743 with display

testo 6742

testo 6744 with display

B

C

C

A

G 1/2 thread

NPT 1/2 thread

A For process temperatures > 50 °C  
(up to 200 °C), use cooling coil  
(0554 3304) & measurement chamber 
(0554 3303).

B Use measurement chamber (0554 
3303) for fast installation (no need  
to unpressurize the system) and for 
a better probe reaction time.

C If neither A or B are required:
Simply screw directly into the G 1/2  
or NPT 1/2 thread. Pipe must be  
pressureless during installation.

G 1/2

NPT 
1/2

System components
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% RH

°C

Measurement of dew points in the range from 

-45 °Ctd to +30 °Ctd

Testo polymer humidity sensor with high accuracy and 

long-term stability

Analog output 4 to 20 mA (2-wire) and optional alarm plug 

with 2 integrated switch outputs

Compact design with rotatable housing by 350° for 

optimum positioning of display

Display with operating menu (optional)

Dew point transmitter to -45 °Ctd

testo 6740

The testo 6740 was especilally developed for trace humidity 

measurement in compressed or dry air (e. g. granulate 

dryers). Thanks to a special adjustment, optimum accuracy 

in the trace humidity range has been achieved. 

For the display of the relevant trace humidity parameters,  

a freely scalable analog output is available, optionally with  

a switch contact plug for MAX monitoring. In addition to 

this, the testo 6740 stands out thanks to its compact and 

user-friendly design, such as the rotatability of the housing 

by 350° for the optimum positioning of the display.

°Ctd

testo 6740 – Dew point transmitter to -45 °Ctd
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Technical data

Supply

Analog outputs

Switch outputs (opt. alarm plug, 0554 3302)

Resolution 12 bit

Current/accuracy 4 to 20 mA (2-wire) / ±40 µA

load 12 VDC: max. 100 Ω, 24 VDC: max. 650 Ω,
30 VDC: 950 Ω

Inputs and outputs

Measurement rate 2 s

Contacts 2 closer contacts, pot.-free,  
max. 30 V / 0.5 A

Voltage supply 24 VDC (12 to 30 VDC permitted);  
with alarm plug (0554 3302) 20 to 28 VDC

Display

Design

Installation

General technical data

Material/colour Plastic, polyacrylamide

Dimensions 199.5 x 37 x 37 mm 
(with standard plug)
203.5 x 37 x 37 mm 
(with plug 0554 3302)

Display

Protection class IP 65 (with plug attached and wire 
connected)

EMC According to guideline 89/336 EEC

Thread / process 
connection

G1/2 thread or NPT1/2 thread

Weight Approx. 300 g

High intensity 7-segement display

Operating temperature 
(housing)

-20 to +70 °C (+4 to +158 °F)
Operating conditions

Storage temperature -40 to +80 °C (-40 to +176 °F)

Dew point / trace humidity

Measurement parameters

Calculated parameters °Ctd, °Ftd, °CtA, °FtA, ppmv, mg/m3, °F

Units % RH, °C

Measurement 
uncertainty

±1 K at 0 °Ctd (+32 °Ftd)
±3 K at -20 °Ctd (-4 °Ftd)
±4 K at -40 °Ctd (-40 °Ftd)

Normed atmospheric dew point
Measuring range -70 to -15 °CtdA (-112 to -5 °FtdA)  

(at 30 bar rel. / 435 psi)
-54 to +10 °CtdA (-94 to +50 °FtdA)  
(at 3 bar rel. / 43.5 psi)
-45 to +30° CtdA (-76 to +86 °FtdA)  
(at 0 bar rel. / 0 psi)

Sensor Polymer humidity sensor with protocolized trace 
humidity adjustment at -40 °Ctd (-40 °Ftd)

Miscellaneous

Process pressure max. 50 bar (725 psi)

Measuring range -45 °Ctd to +30 °Ctd

Temperature
Measuring range 0 to +50 °C (+32 to +122 °F)

Measurement uncertainty ±0,5 K (0 to +50 °C / +32 to +122 °F)

Sensor NTC

Scaling Freely scalable via display buttons

Switch thresholds Standard +6 °Ctd / +12 °Ctd,  
freely programmable with display

Current consumption 21 mA (without alarm plug)
65 mA (with alarm plug)

Resolution °C: 0.1
% RH: 0.1
°Ctd: 0.1
°Ftd: 0.1
°CtA: 0.1
°FtA: 0.1

Rotatability  
(display positioning)

350° around housing axis

ppmv: 1 / 10 / 100
 (dep. on meas. value)
mg/m3: 1 / 10 / 100
 (dep. on meas. value)
°F: 0.1
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Technical drawings
G

1/2
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37 Ø
 1
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Installation depth 
in process

33 40 108.5

181.5 10 34

38

56

38
.9

51 71

176

Standard connection plug (4 to 20 mA – 2-wire)

Switch contact plug: cable connection plug for supply /
analog output (4 to 20 mA – 2-wire)

1

2

1

2
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Connection plan / Ordering example

4

1

4

1

2

1

6

4

5

2

3

1
3

2

1
 2

 3
 4

 5
 6

 

I +

I -

1

32

relay board wire (connected ex-works)

Shield on PE 
(protection 
earth)

Pin 
plug

R
el

ay
 b

oa
rd

Order data testo 6740

Pin plug 
terminals

Relay board 
terminals

U = 20 to 
28 VDC

US (main alarm)

LS (pre-alarm)

PE

4 to 20 mA

Supply

With standard plug (included in delivery 0555 674x): With switch contact plug (0554 3302):

 Pin plug terminals
1: + (4 to 20 mA), Supply 12 to 30 VDC
2: - (4 to 20 mA)
3: Not used
4: Measurement earth (cable shield)

 Pin plug terminals
1:  I + (4 to 20 mA)
2:  I - (4 to 20 mA)
3:  (connected with 
  relay board ex-works)
   : Connect shield

 Relay board 
terminals
1: 20 to 28 V DC
2: LS +
3: LS -
4: US +
5: US -
6: 0 V DC

Current signal and  
 
supply 20 to 28 V DC

Standard plug

This version provides a 4 to 20 mA analog output in 
2-wire technology.

Switch contact plug (0554 3302)

4 to 20 mA, 2-wire as well as 2 potential-free switch contacts + 2 LED

Max. switching 0.5 A / 30 V

+

The supply connections must be galvanically connected, i. e. make 
connection     -     or     -     !

U = 12 to 
30 VDC4 to 20 mA

Connection plan

Basic instrument (incl. plug for analog signal output)

0555 6741

0555 6742

0555 6743

0555 6744

testo 6741, G1/2 thread, without display

testo 6742, NPT1/2 thread, without display

testo 6743, G1/2 thread, with display

testo 6744, NPT1/2 thread, with display

Part no.
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Compressed air counter

Type testo 6441–6444 testo 6446/6447 testo 6448

Construction With integrated inflow and
outflow pipes

With integrated inflow and
outflow pipes

shaft probe

Diameter DN15 / DN25 / DN40 / DN50 DN65 to DN250 DN40 to DN250

Measuring range 0.25 to 700 Nm³/h 6 to 27500 Nm³/h 0 to 160 m/s (Highspeed)
0.25 to 25650 Nm3/h (1:300)

Special features •  Accurately positioned sensor in 
measurement pipe with defined  
inner diameter

•  Highest versatility thanks to  
different signal outputs

• Integrated totalizer
• Operating menu with LED display

•  Probe removal under pressure
•  Material selectable (stainless steel  

or galvanized steel)
•  Highest versatility thanks to  

different signal outputs

•  Installation under pressure possible
•  Highest versatility thanks to different 

signal outputs
•  Recoil protection and ball valve  

ensure safe and fast installation
•  Pipe diameter can be entered via 

buttons

Overview Testo compressed air counters
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Compressed air counter

Consumer

Suspicion of leakages 
if …

Detection and elimination (continuously, not 1x annually) 

Flow rate > 0
Increasing flow rate

... despite downtime: 
... despite unchanged application: 

Leakage-share: 25 to 40 %

225...360 MWh  
à 15 cents / KWh  

= 33,750...54,000 Euros  
= leakage-share of  

operating Costs

150 kW
6000 h

= 900,000 kWh

Leakages

Processing

Electrical energy

Current, water, gas Compressed air

Costs “disappear” in
• electricity costs
• maintenance costs
• often: overhead costs

Cost transparency through meters

Clear allocation of costs to
• departments
• products …

Compressed air =
“creeping assets-consumer”

Why does industry need compressed air 
counters?
For media such as current, water, or gases, 
complete transparency is guaranteed in every 
industrial company: Central counters reflect the 
quantities used; decentralized counters show 
how consumption is distributed.
The medium compressed air however, is pro-
duced and distributed internally, without kno-
wing how much is used in total and in the 
individual departments. Without this knowledge, 
there is no motivation to eliminate leakages or 
achieve more economical use.

Leakage – a high cost factor
Independent investigations, for example by the 
“Fraunhofer Intitute” in the course of the measu-
rement campaign “Compressed air efficiency”, 
have proven that between 25 and 40 % of  
compressed air produced is wasted through  
leakage. Leakage holes with a diameter of 3 mm 
already lead to costs amounting to 3,000 Euro/
annum. 
If the necessary extra investments are added to 
the operating costs, the wastage adds up to 
over 100,000 Euros per year in an average in-
dustrial company.

Leakage detection with the testo 6440
Over 96 % of leakages occur in pipes DN50 and 
smaller. Leaky hoses, fittings, couplings, and 
maintenance units are mainly responsible for 
this. Installed in front of a machine or a machine 
group, the testo 6440 detects the smallest com-
pressed air volume flows. These indicate leakages 
if they occur when the system is inactive. 
It is also an indicator for leakage when known 
maximum volume flows are exceeded when the 
user profile is unchanged. The integrated switch 
outputs of the testo 6440 are thus the best  
leakage detector in practice.

Saving compressed air costs with testo 6440
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Preparation

Lowering costs by consumer-allocation
Compressed air is a profitable, but also very 
costly energy source. If the high costs are only 
allocated as a “cost block”, those responsible 
for the systems have no motivation to try and 
lower costs.
However, if the compressed air consumption of 
each system is recorded individually, the person 
responsible for the system is motivated to re-
duce leakage and to employ consumption-sa-
ving measures. The testo 6440 provides optimal 
support here, in that it has a built-in totalizer 
function. The total consumption can be read di-
rectly from the instrument or registered in the 
regulating system via consumption impulses. 
Consumption-dependent switch outputs are al-
ternatively also available, which can monitor 
consumption dependently or independently of 
time.

Peak load management helps to avoid  
extended Investments
Growth can be expensive: Expanding industrial 
enterprises (example: new system D) are forced 
to expand their compressed air production too. 
A peak load analysis on the basis of compres-
sed air counters helps to avoid such investments. 
Since it is known when which consumption oc-
curs, the distribution can be specifically regula-
ted so that the existing capacity of compressed 
air production is sufficient. The result is consi-
derable savings in the compressors as well as in 
the pipe system.

Protecting valuable compressed air con-
sumers from too high or too low supply
Compressed air consumers require a minimal 
supply in order to provide the desired perfor-
mance. 
Some consumers additionally have to be pro-
tected from too high a supply. In some cases, 
the warranty of the system’s manufacturer is 
even dependent on this. 
The testo 6440 performs both tasks optimally 
thanks to its two switch outputs. For the conti-
nuous protection of your investment.

Investment, operation and staff

Total compressed air costs: € 245,000 consumer allocation

• Motivation to save costs
• Basis of figures for energy management or eco-audit according to ISO 14.000

System A

€ 96,500

€ 63,500

€ 85,000

System B

System C

Daily profile of compressed air production

Nm³/h

Nm³/h

Peak load capacity of 
existing compressors

(Valuable) compressed air consumer

Nm³/h

Time

Investment 
protection

OK range

Loss of warranty through 
overload or undersupply

Early alarm

Saving compressed air costs with testo 6440
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Compressed air counters:  
The measurement principle

The optimal measurement principle …
... for compressed air norm volume flow mea-
surement is thermal mass flow measurement. 
Only this

•  is independent of process pressure and 
temperature.

• causes no permanent loss of pressure.

Two glass-coated ceramic sensors developed 
specially for demanding compressed air appli-
cation are exposed to the process temperature 
and switched with a Wheatstone bridge.

Why is the measurement of mass flow 
pressure and temperature independent?
Volume is compressed with rising pressure.  
The mass, however, remains unchanged, as the  
adjacent illustration shows. Thus, only mass flow 
measurement is suitable for use in fluctuating 
pressure conditions. 
An influencing by the temperature can also be 
avoided by means of compensation. This way, 
the measurement value can be used optimally in 
the entire range of process temperature.

How does mass flow become norm volume 
flow?
For the compressed air consumer, norm volume 
flow is the most important flow function. It refers 
not to the current ambient conditions, but to 
fixed values; according to ISO 2533, these are 
the values +15 °C / 1013 hPa / 0 % RH. The testo 
6440 divides the mass flow value by the norm 
density, which is generally 1.225 kg/Nm3. The 
result is the pressure and temperature indepen-
dent norm volume flow value. 
When comparing measurements made with 
other measurement systems, it must be ensured 
that all values refer to the same norm condi-
tions; otherwise a conversion calculation is 
necessary.

Wheatstone 
bridge

m
[kg/h]
Mass  
flow

27 °C 20 °C
Heating of Rh

No heating; RT assumes 
gas temperature

Control: constant over-temperature

m small

m groß

Ih must deliver only slight heating 
performance (= Rh * Ih2)

Ih must deliver high heating 
performance

i.e. Ih is a function for mass 
flow

Compression lowers the volume, but not the mass:

Only mass flow measurement gives correct values, if pressurized

P = 1 bar

V = 10 m³
rho = 1,4 kg/m³

m = 14 kg

P = 5 bar

V = 2 m³
rho = 7 kg/m³

m = 14 kg

14 kg/h Mass flow measurement

Volume flow measurement

14 kg/h

2 m³/h10 m³/h

f (T), i.e. temperature independent

f (P), i.e. pressure independent

f (T), also temperature independent

f (P), also pressure independent

Norm density,
constant value

according to ISO 2533
15 °C / 1013 hPa / 0 % RH
i.e. rhoN = 1.225 kg/Nm3

m
[kg/h]
Mass  
flow

[Nm3/h]
Norm 

volume  
flow

Measurement 
principle  

testo 6440

Output 
parameter
testo 6440

1

rhoN
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Compressed air counter testo 6441 to 6444:  
Instrument and features

Testo offers four compact models for the four most common compressed air DN in industry

For all important diameters:  
the compressed air counter testo 6440
In four diameter sizes, the testo 6440 offers a 
compact design coupled with integrated high- 
performance technology, which provides all 
necessary signal outputs. The built-in inflow and 
outflow pipes allow optimum accuracy. 
The thermal, glass-coated ceramic sensor offers 
robustness at the same time as fastest reaction 
times.

Superior design from the sensor to the 
housing
In contrast to the penetration probes, the sensor 
in the testo 6440 has a position in the pipe 
which is exactly known and always the same. 
With penetration probes, a tilt out of the vertical 
of 5° already leads to a measurement inac-
curacy of 5 %. In the testo 6440, not only are 
the inflow and outflow pipes integrated (reduced 
lengths in DN40 / DN50), they also have comple-
tely even surfaces (i.e. no flange recesses etc.).

Many clever details in the design of testo 6440 
ensure that the flow profile remains constant and 
that an optimum of accuracy can be achieved.

Defined interior diameter and volume flow 
adjustment for highest accuracy
Especially in small diameters, the exact 
knowledge of the interior diameter plays a deci-
ding part in achieving accurate measurements 
of norm volume flow. Commercially available 
penetration probes measure the flow velocity 
and calculate the volume flow by multiplication 
with the cross-section area. As shown in the il-
lustration, even normed pipes can vary in inte-
rior diameter to such a degree that inaccuracies 
of up to 50 % are possible.
The testo 6440 has an exactly known diameter 
– and is adjusted directly according to norm  
volume flow, and not flow velocity!

0.25 to 75 Nm³/h

testo 6441
(DN 15) (1/2˝)

0.75 to 225 Nm³/h

testo 6442
(DN 25) (1˝)

2.3 to 700 Nm³/h

testo 6444
(DN 50) (2˝)

1.3 to 410 Nm³/h

testo 6443
(DN 40) (11/2˝)

With its superior design, the testo 6440 offers an optimal flow profile

Exact positioning  
of the sensor in the  
measurement pipe

Measurement pipe: sensor  
integrated in inflow/outflow No sensor tilting

No unevenness inside the  
measurement pipe (e.g. flange  

recesses)

Flow stabilization  
with straight pipe  
sections

tilted by 5°  5 %  
inaccuracy

Conventional measuring solutions

Interior diameter can vary widely

Source: VDI report 1681/2002

testo 6440:  
exactly known interior diameter

Nominal dia-
meter known

è  large measurement error
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Compressed air counter testo 6441 to 6444:  
Operation and signal outputs
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The optimal operation menu: simple – and 
complete!
You wish to change the physical unit (Nm³/h, Nl/
min, Nm³, °C)? Signal outputs need to be para-
meterized? Min./max. values need to be read? 
The signal is to be dampened or delayed? You 
want to reset the totalizer? 
All these functions and many more are com-
bined in one easy-to-use menu. 
Practicability is our benchmark – the LED display 
is easily legible even in machine halls, it can be 
rotated by 180°, and the display / operation 
menu can additionally be switched off or locked.

Highest versatility: testo 6440 offers the 
required signals for every application
Two signal outputs can be parameterized specific 
to application (see illustration right and below). 
This way, all applications can be represented:
• Consumption measurement (pulse output)
•  Consumption monitoring (pre-selection coun-

ter, i.e. quantity-dependent switch output, 
time-dependent or time-independent)

•  Leakage monitoring (volume flow-dependent 
switch output or analog output)

• Flow-through measurement (analog output)

Totalizer without additional evaluation 
unit
The testo 6440 is equipped with integrated tota-
lizer functions (consumption quantity, e.g. in 
Nm³), which can be used either in the display or 
as pulse outputs or switch outputs. 
Make the comparison for yourself: other provi-
ders need additional, external evaluation units 
for these important functions. You can save 
these costly and time-consuming investments 
and wirings with the testo 6440.

4 alternatives (freely parameterable)

Switch
output

Switch
output

Pulse
output*

Pulse
output*

Switch
output 4 to 20 mA 4 to 20 mASwitch

output

testo 6440
M12 plug

* Alternatively usable as sum-dependent switch ouput (pre-selection counter)

Applica-
tion

Signal
outputs

Simple operation via only  
2 operating buttons

Menu overview

Measuring
Mode

Output 1 
(OUT 1)

Output 2 
(OUT 2)

Extended 
functions

Measuring 
Mode

Easily legible LED display  
(Rotatable by 180°)

... ( s. above)

= Nm³ before last reset

1  
Leak  

detection

4 to 20 mA +
limit value  
monitoring  

in PLC

Relay output 
time- 

dependent  
(ON, if LV is 

reached before 
Time T)

or

4 to 20 mA +
S in PLC

4 to 20 mA

Pulse +  
counting in PLC

or

4 to 20 mA +
limit value  

monitoring in 
PLC

1 switch  
output MIN

1 switch
output MAX

or

2
Consumption 
measurement

3
Peak load  

management

4
Min/Max  

monitoring

5
Dosage 

Nm³/h Nm³ Nm³/h Nm³/h Nm³

t t t
0 24 Uhr

Stopp

MAX

MIN

4 to 20 mA +
S in PLC

Pulse +
counting in PLC

or

Switch output 
(ON, once LV  
is reached)

or

Example:
A nominal pipe diameter of DN40 can still be 
used at 100 Nm3/h.
This results in approx. 21 Nm/s.
At P = 8 bar (116 psi), this corresponds to an  
actual flow velocity of 2.6 m/s.

Area of excessive flow velocity (>120 Nm/s)

Tabs = Process temperature (°C) +273.15 
T0 = Norm temperature, here 15 °C
P0 = Norm pressure, here 1013.25 hPa 
Pabs = Process pressure, here (hPa)
Note: the nominal diameter was used as the respective inner diameter.



testo 6441-6444 – Compressed air counter DN 15-50

Measurement of norm volume flow in the measuring range 

0.25 to 700 m3/h (DN15 to DN50 or 1/2˝ - 2˝); consumption 

quantity in m3; media temperature in °C

Highest flexibility thanks to different signal outputs: 

- Analog output 4 to 20 mA (4-wire) 

- Pulse output 

-  2 switch outputs (parameterizable: consumption or volume 

flow-dependent, opener, closer, hysteresis, window)

Built-in totalizer, even without additional analysis unit

Operating menu with LED display

Compressed air counter 
DN 15-50

testo 6441-6444

The compressed air counters testo 6441 to testo 6444 are 

designed for the measurement, monitoring, and recording  

of compressed air consumption, and therefore also for the 

determination of leakages in compressed air systems, 

consumption-based allocation of costs, and the implemen-

tation of peak load management. Using the compressed  

air counters testo 6441 to testo 6444, transparency of 

consumption is created for compressed air, similarly as  

for the media current, water, or gas, thus increasing the 

motivation of those responsible for the process regarding 

cost reduction measures and energy savings. 

The compressed air counters testo 6441 to testo 6444 

record norm volume flow according to the calorimetric 

principle, which means the measurement procedure is 

independent of the process pressure and does not cause  

a permanent pressure drop. While the thermal, glass- 

coated ceramic sensor offers a high level of robustness  

and fast response times, the integrated inflow and outflow 

pipes ensure optimum accuracy.

m3/h;  
l/min; 

m3

°C

64
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testo 6441-6444 – Compressed air counter DN 15-50

Technical data

1 Specifications according to DIN 2533 (+15 °C, 1013.25 hPa, 0 % RH)

(Norm) volume flow

Measurement parameters

Sensor

<0.1 sec (for damping parameter = 0), delayable via operating menu (0 to 1 sec)

Selectable units m3/h; l/min; m3

Measuring range (1:300)1

General technical data

Response time

testo 6441 testo 6442 testo 6443 testo 6444

0.25 to 75 m3/h

Thermal, glass-coated ceramic sensor (calorimetric measurement procedure)

0.75 to 225 m3/h 1.3 to 410 m3/h 2.3 to 700 m3/h

Temperature
Unit °C

Measuring range 0 to +60 °C / +32 °F to +140 °F

Accuracy
(norm volume flow)

For compressed air quality classes (ISO 8573: particles-humidity-oil) 1-4-1: ±3 % of meas. value ±0.3 % of final value
For compressed air quality classes (ISO 8573: particles-humidity-oil) 3-4-4: ±6 % of meas. value ±0,6 % of final value

Operating conditions
Humidity (sensor) rel. humidity <90 % RH

Inputs and outputs
Analog outputs
Output type 4 to 20 mA (4-wire) freely scalable between zero and measuring range end

Load max. 500 Ω

Further outputs
Pulse output Consumption quantity counter (value remains available after reset or power cut due to non-volatile memory), value 1 or 10 

m3, pulse length 0.02 s to 2 s, 24 VDC level

Switch output 2 switch outputs, parameterizable (consumption or volume flow-dependent, opener, closer, hysteresis, window), loadable 
with max. 20 to 30 VDC or 250 mA each, switch status is displayed via 2 LEDs

Supply
Voltage supply 19 to 30 VDC

Current consumption <100 mA

Connection M12 x 1 plug, loadable up to 250 mA, short-circuit-proof (synchronized), reverse-polarity-proof, overload-proof

Design
Material housing PBT (GF 20 %), diecast zinc, silica-free

Long measurement stretch 300 mm 475 mm

Pipe diameter DN 15 (for 1/2˝ pipes) DN 25 (for 1˝ pipes) DN 40 (for 1 1/2˝ pipes) DN 50  (for 2˝ pipes)

Weight 0.9 kg 1.1 kg 3.0 kg 3.8 kg

Display
Material 4-figure alphanumerical display, two operating buttons, operating menu, LED (4 x green for phys. units, 3 x yellow for 

display x 1,000 or switch status)

Max. display value 
norm volume flow

90 m3/h 270 m3/h 492 m3/h 840 m3/h

Temperature display 0 to +60 °C, measurement error ±2 K, (+32 to +140 °F)

Operation
Parameterization 2 operating buttons

Installation
Measurement stretch: 
thread (both sides) / 
material

R 1/2, outer thread
Stainless steel 1.4301

R1, outer thread
Stainless steel 1.4301

R1 1/2, outer thread
Stainless steel 1.4401

R2, outer thread
Stainless steel 1.4401

Miscellaneous
Protection class IP 65/III

EMC according to guideline 89/336 EEC

Media contact Materials stainless or galvanized steel, PEEK, polyester, viton, anodized aluminium, ceramic

Operating temperature (housing) 0 to +60 °C (+32 to +140 °F)

Storage temperature -25 to +85 °C (-13 to +185 °F)

Measurement medium Compressed air

Process pressure PN 16 (max 16 bar / 232 psi)

Air quality ISO 8573: recommended classes 1-4-1
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Technical drawings

testo 6441

testo 6442

testo 6443

testo 6444
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testo 6441-6444 – Compressed air counter DN 15-50

Options / Ordering example

Order data testo 6441 to testo 6444

  Terminal allocation

1 Supply connection 19 to 30 VDC (+)

2 OUT 2 (analog output (4 to 20 mA) or switch output

3 Supply connection 0 V (-)

4 OUT 1 (pulse output or switch output)

A/C* A/D* C/B* B/D*

A B C D E

* If menu selection ImPR = Yes -> Pulse output
 If menu selection ImPR = No -> Switch output (pre-selection counter)

 Wire colours for cable 0699 3393

brown

white

blue

black

*A connection cable, e.g. part no. 0699 3393, is required for operation.

DN 15-50

Define in 
menu

Output 1
OUT 1

Output 2
OUT 2

BN = brown
WH = white
BK = black
BU = blue

BN

WH

BK

BU

OUT 
2

OUT 
1

0 VDC

L + (19 to 30 VDC)

M12 socket
on cable

M12 plug on 
instrument

(Switch)
Hno / Hnc
Fno / Fnc

Hno / Hnc
Fno / Fnc
(Switch)

(Switch)
Hno / Hnc
Fno / Fnc

I

Current 
signal

Hno / Hnc
Fno / Fnc
(Switch)

I

Current 
signal

ImP *
(Pulse)

ImP *
(Pulse)

ImP 
(Pulse)

(Switch)
Hno / Hnc
Fno / Fnc

or
ImP (Pulse)

testo 6441 
to testo 

6444

5 options

0555 6441testo 6441 compressed air counter with integrated inflow/outflow, diameter DN15 (1/2˝),  
with analog, pulse and switch output*

0555 6442testo 6442 compressed air counter with integrated inflow/outflow, diameter DN25 (1˝), 
with analog, pulse and switch output*

0555 6443testo 6443 compressed air counter with integrated inflow/outflow, diameter DN40 (1 1/2˝),  
with analog, pulse and switch output*

0555 6444testo 6444 compressed air counter with integrated inflow/outflow, diameter DN50 (2˝),  
with analog, pulse and switch output*

Part no.



testo 6446, testo 6447 – Compressed air counter DN 65-250

Measurement of norm volume flow in the measuring range 
6.7 to 27500 m³/h (DN65 to DN350 or 21/2˝-10˝)

Exchangeable fitting: Probe removal under pressure 

possible (testo 6447 only)

Material selectable between galvanized steel and stainless 

steel

Highest flexibility thanks to different signal outputs: 

- Analog output 4 to 20 mA (4-wire) 

- Pulse output 

-  2 switch outputs (parameterizable: consumption or volume 

flow-dependent, opener, closer, hysteresis, window)

Built-in totalizer, even without additional analysis unit

Operating menu with LED display

Cleanable sensor

Compressed air counter 
DN 65-250

testo 6446, testo 6447

The compressed air counters testo 6446 to testo 6447 are 

designed for the measurement, monitoring, recording,  

and documentation of compressed air consumption, and 

therefore also for the determination of leakages in com-

pressed air systems, consumption-based allocation of  

costs and the implementation of peak load management.

The compressed air counters testo 6446 to testo 6447 

record norm volume flow according to the calorimetric 

principle, which means the measurement procedure is 

independent of the process pressure and does not cause  

a permanent pressure drop.

The version testo 6447 offers everything the testo 6446 

provides, in addition the removal of the probe under 

pressure is possible (patented screw fitting). Because 

especially in cases of larger nominal diameters, these  

are often main pipelines which cannot be depressurized  

for maintenance purposes.

m3/h;  
l/min; 

m3

°C

testo 6446

testo 6447

68
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testo 6446, testo 6447 – Compressed air counter DN 65-250

Technical data

1 Specifications according to DIN 2533 (+15 °C, 1013.25 hPa, 0 % RH).

(Norm) volume flow

Parameters

Sensor

<0.1 sec (for damping parameter = 0), delayable via operating menu (0 to 1 sec)

Selectable units m3/h, l/min, m3/min, m3

Measuring range1

General technical data

Response time

DN 65 (2 1/2˝) DN 80 (3˝) DN 100 (4˝) DN 125 (5˝)

6 to 2000 m3/h

Thermal, glass-coated ceramic sensor (calorimetric measurement procedure)

9 to 2750 m3/h 15 to 4440 m3/h 23 to 7000 m3/h

Temperature
Unit °C

Measuring range 0 to +60 °C / +32 to +140 °F

Accuracy
(norm volume flow)

For compressed air quality classes (ISO 8573: particles-humidity-oil) 1-4-1: ±3 % of meas. value ±0.3 % of final value
For compressed air quality classes (ISO 8573: particles-humidity-oil) 3-4-4: ±6 % of meas. value ±0,6 % of final value

Operating conditions
Humidity (sensor) rel. humidity <90 % RH

Inputs and outputs
Analog outputs
Output type 4 to 20 mA (4-wire) freely scalable between zero and measuring range end

Load max. 500 Ω

Further outputs
Pulse output Consumption quantity counter (value remains available after reset or power cut due to non-volatile memory), 

value 1 or 10 m3, pulse length 0.02 s to 2 s, 24 VDC level

Switch output 2 switch outputs, parameterizable (consumption or volume flow-dependent, opener, closer, hysteresis, window), loadable 
with max. 20 to 30 VDC or 250 mA each, switch status is displayed via 2 LEDs

Supply
Voltage supply 19 to 30 VDC

Current consumption <100 mA

Connection M12 x 1 plug, loadable up to 250 mA, short-circuit-proof (synchronized), reverse-polarity-proof, overload-proof.
Testo recommends the accessory cable order no. 0699 3393

Design
Material housing PBT-GF 20, PC (APEC), Macrolon, V2A (1.4301), viton

Measurement stretch length

Pipe diameter 
(measurement stretch)

Weight

Display
Screen/operation 4-figure alphanumerical display, two operating buttons, operating menu, LED (4 x green for phys. units, 3 x yellow for 

display x 1000 or switch status)

Max. display value 
norm volume flow

Temperature display 0 to +60 °C

Miscellaneous
Protection class IP 65/III

EMC according to guideline 89/336 EEC

Media contact Materials stainless or galvanized steel, PEEK, polyester, viton, anodized aluminium, ceramic

Operating temperature (housing) 0 to +60 °C (+32 to +140 °F)

Storage temperature -25 to +85 °C (-13 to +185 °F)

Measurement medium Compressed air

Process pressure PN 16 (max 16 bar / 232 psi)

Air quality ISO 8573: recommended classes 1-4-1

DN 150 (6˝) DN 200 (8˝) DN 250 (10˝)

33 to 10000 m3/h 58 to 17500 m3/h 92 to 27500 m3/h

124 mm 160 mm 160 mm 172 mm 180 mm 180 mm 196 mm

DN 65 (2 1/2˝) DN 80 (3˝) DN 100 (4˝) DN 125 (5˝) DN 150 (6˝) DN 200 (8˝) DN 250 (10˝)

0 to 2400 m3/h 0 to 3300 m3/h 0 to 5320 m3/h 0 to 8400 m3/h 0 to 12000 m3/h 0 to 21000 m3/h 0 to 33000 m3/h

testo 6446

testo 6447

8.3 kg 10.6.kg 12.7 kg 20.6 kg 25.4 kg 36 kg 48.4 kg

9.2 kg 11.6 kg 13.7 kg 21.6 kg 26.4 kg 37 kg 49.4 kg

Measurement uncertainty ±2 K
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testo 6446, testo 6447 – Compressed air counter DN 65-250

Technical drawings
H

1

66
.5

Ø
D

1

Quantity: 
screws N 
Ø screw holes SL

ØD2

s

DN (see table)

L

Nom. diam. L (mm) D1 (mm) D2 (mm) S (mm) H1 N SL G1*(kg)

DN 65 124 125 70.3 2.9 185 8 13 8.3

DN 80 160 141 82.5 3.2 201 8 13 10.6

DN 100 160 165 107.1 3.6 225 8 13 12.7

DN 125 172 205 131.7 4.0 265 8 17 20.6

DN 150 180 235 159.3 4.5 295 8 17 25.4

DN 200 180 290 207.3 5.9 350 12 17 36.0

DN 250 196 355 260.4 6.3 415 12 21 48.4

testo 6446

testo 6447

H
1

16
.5

6.
5

Ø
D

1

Nom. diam. L (mm) D1 (mm) D2 (mm) S (mm) H1 N SL G1*(kg)

DN 65 124 125 70.3 2.9 279 8 13 9.3

DN 80 160 141 82.5 3.2 295 8 13 11.6

DN 100 160 165 107.1 3.6 319 8 13 13.7

DN 125 172 205 131.7 4.0 359 8 17 21.6

DN 150 180 235 159.3 4.5 389 8 17 26.4

DN 200 180 290 207.3 5.9 444 12 17 37.0

DN 250 196 355 260.4 6.3 509 12 21 49.4

Quantity: 
screws N 
Ø screw holes SL

ØD2

s

DN (see table)

L
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testo 6446, testo 6447 – Compressed air counter DN 65-250

Technical drawings / Ordering example

Order data testo 6446, testo 6447

5 options

A/C* A/D* C/B* B/D*

A B C D E

* If menu selection ImPR = Yes -> Pulse output
 If menu selection ImPR = No -> Switch output (pre-selection counter)

DN 65-250

Defined in 
menu

Output 1
OUT 1

Output 2
OUT 2

testo 6446
testo 6447

BN = brown
WH = white
BK = black
BU = blue

BN

WH

BK

BU

OUT 
2

OUT 
1

0 VDC

L + (19 to 30 VDC)

M12 socket
on cable

M12 plug 
on instrument

(Switch)
Hno / Hnc
Fno / Fnc

Hno / Hnc
Fno / Fnc
(Switch)

(Switch)
Hno / Hnc
Fno / Fnc

I

Current 
signal

Hno / Hnc
Fno / Fnc
(Switch)

I

Current 
signal

ImP*
(Pulse)

ImP*
(Pulse)

ImP
(Pulse)

(Switch)
Hno / Hnc
Fno / Fnc

or
ImP (Pulse)

0699 6446 / ...
(Standard solution)Version

0699 6447 / ...
(with probe removal under pressure)

DN
mm

DN
inch

Material: galvanized steel Material: Stainless steel Material: galvanized steel Material: Stainless steel

 A connection cable, e.g. order no. 0699 3393 is required for operation.

 65 21/2 ... / 1 ... / 11 ... / 1 ... / 11

 80 3 ... / 2 ... / 12 ... / 2 ... / 12

 100 4 ... / 3 ... / 13 ... / 3 ... / 13

 125 5 ... / 4 ... / 14 ... / 4 ... / 14

 150 6 ... / 5 ... / 15 ... / 5 ... / 15

 200 8 ... / 6 ... / 16 ... / 6 ... / 16

 250 10 ... / 7 ... / 17 ... / 7 ... / 17

Order example for compressed air counter 
testo 6447 with the following options
- DN 150
- Probe removal under pressure
- Material stainless steel

Order no. 0699 6447 / 15

Electrical connection

Ordering example



testo 6448 – Compressed air counter shaft probe DN40 - DN250

Possibility of installation under pressure

Measurement of flow velocity in the measuring range from 

0 to 160 m/s; consumption measurement in m3 and media 

temperature in °C

Recoil protection and ball valve ensure fast and safe 

installation and deinstallation

Highest flexibility thanks to different signal outputs: 

- Analog output 4 to 20 mA (4-wire)  

- Pulse output 

- 2 switching outputs (consumption or volume flow 

dependent)

Integrated totalizer, also without additional evaluation unit

Operating menu with LED display

Compressed air counter shaft probe   
DN40 - DN250

testo 6448

Shaft probe

The compressed air counter testo 6448 is designed for the 

recording and monitoring of compressed air consumption, 

and thus not only for the identification of leakages in  

com pressed air systems and the allocation of costs by  

con sumption, but also for the implementation of peak load 

management. The shaft probe can be used for measure-

ments on different pipe diameters. 

An optional drilling clamp allows the exact positional 

installation of the sensor, without the need for welding 

work. The affected compressed air pipeline can remain 

pressurized when installing the drilling clamp or for sensor 

maintenance/exchange. 

Patented recoil protection

The recoil protection guarantees high security for the 

commissioner, and combines three functions in one 

instrument:

1. the recoil protection, i.e. the sensor can only be  

inserted in one direction during installation.

2. the seal to the process, i.e. thanks to the O-ring, 

compressed air cannot escape during installation.

3. the positional fixing, since a penetration depth and 

positioning which is exact to the millimeter, similar to  

a car’s clutch, is possible.

m3/h; 
m3/min; 

m3

°C

m/s

72
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testo 6448 – Compressed air counter shaft probe DN40 - DN250

Technical data

Maximum measuring range of volume flow is dependent on inner pipe diameter (see page 74)

1 Specifications according to DIN 2533 (+15 °C, 1013.25 hPa, 0 % RH).

Flow velocity

Parameters

Sensor

< 0.1 sec (for damping parameter = 0), delayable via operating menu (0 to 1 sec)

Selectable units m/s

Measuring range1

Measuring range1

General technical data

Response time

0 to 160 m/s

Thermal, glass-coated ceramic sensor (calorimetric measurement procedure)

Temperature
Unit °C

Measuring range 0 to +60 °C / +32 °F to +140 °F

Accuracy ±3 % of meas. value ±3 % of fsv (at room temperature)

Operating conditions
Humidity (sensor) rel. humidity < 90 % RH

Inputs and outputs
Analog outputs
Output type 4 to 20 mA (4-wire) freely scalable between zero and measuring range end

Load max. 500 Ω

Further outputs
Pulse output Pulse speed freely settable in 1 m3 steps

Switch output 2 switch outputs, parameterizable (consumption or volume flow-dependent, NC, NO, hysteresis, window),  
loadable with max. 20 to 30 VDC or 250 mA each, switch status is displayed via 2 LEDs

Supply
Voltage supply 19 to 30 VDC

Current consumption <100 mA

Connection M12 x 1 plug, loadable up to 250 mA, short-circuit-proof (synchronized), reverse-polarity-proof, overload-proof

Design
Material housing PBT-GF 20, PC (APEC), Macrolon, V2A (1.4301), viton

Weight 850 g

Display
Display 4-figure alphanumerical display, two operating buttons, operating menu, LED (4 x green for phys. units, 3 x yellow 

for display x 1,000 or switch status)

Operation
Parameterization 2 operating buttons

Miscellaneous
Protection class IP 65/III

EMC according to guideline 89/336 EEC

Media contact V2A (1.4301), PEEK, polyester, viton, anodized aluminium, glass-coated ceramics

Norm reference Calculation of volume flow due to manual input possibility of temperature, humidity, and pressure.  
Works settings: +15 °C, 1013.25 hPa, 0 % RH

Operating temperature (housing) 0 to +60 °C (+32 to +140 °F)

Storage temperature -25 to +85 °C (-13 to +185 °F)

Measurement medium Compressed air, with special calibration also CO2 or N2

Process pressure PN 16 (max 16 bar / 232 psi)

Air quality ISO 8573: recommended classes 1-4-1

Pressure tightness /
pipe clamp

16 bar (max.) for DN40-DN200; 10 bar (max.) for DN250

(Norm) volume flow
Selectable units m3/h, m3/min, m3
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testo 6448 – Compressed air counter shaft probe DN40 - DN250

Technical drawings

Electrical connection

Measuring range 
volume flow 
according to 
DIN2533

Version 160 m/s

 DN 40 600 m3/h
 DN 50 1000 m3/h
 DN 65 1880 m3/h
 DN 80 2600 m3/h
 DN 100 4400 m3/h
 DN 125 6700 m3/h
 DN 150 9950 m3/h
 DN 200 17000 m3/h
 DN 250 25650 m3/h

 Terminal allocation

1 Supply connection  
19 to 30 VDC (+) / brown

2 OUT 2 (analog output  
(4 to 20 mA) or switch output /  
white

3 Supply connection  
0 V (-) / blue

4 OUT 1 (pulse output or switch 
output) / black

 Wire colours for cable 0699 
3393

A/C* A/D* C/B* B/D*

A B C D E

* If menu selection ImPR 
= Yes -> Pulse output

 If menu selection ImPR 
= No -> Switch output 
(pre-selection counter)

Define in 
menu

Output 1
OUT 1

Output 2
OUT 2

BN = brown
WH = white
BK = black
BU = blue

BN

WH

BK

BU

OUT 
2

OUT 
1

0 VDC

L + (19 to 
30 VDC)

M12 socket
on cable

M12 plug on 
instrument

(Switch)
Hno / Hnc
Fno / Fnc

Hno / Hnc
Fno / Fnc
(Switch)

(Switch)
Hno / Hnc
Fno / Fnc

I

Current 
signal

Hno / Hnc
Fno / Fnc
(Switch)

I

Current 
signal

ImP * ImP *

ImP
(Pulse)

(Switch)
Hno / Hnc
Fno / Fnc

or
ImP (Pulse)

testo 6448

5 options



testo 6448 – Compressed air counter shaft probe DN40 - DN250

Options / Ordering example

75

AXXX configuration

BXX Drilling clamp selection

CXX Measurement fitting selection

DX Drilling tool selection

Order code for transmitter testo 6448 – 
Compressed air counter shaft probe
- With transmitter incl. recoil protection
- 160 m/s
- Air (compressed air)
- 6 point calibration
- Length variant 435 mm (for DN125 to 

DN250)
- Without drilling clamp
- Without measurement fitting / 

without ball valve
- without drilling tool

-> 0555 6448 A1 AA1 AC0 AD1 AE1 
B00 C00 D00

Order data testo 6448

Ordering example

AXXX configuration

A0 accessories only *
A1 transmitter ** 
AA1  160 m/s
AB0 standard version
AC0  Air (compressed air)
AC1  Alternative gas: nitrogen
AC2  Alternative gas: CO2
AD1  ISO calibration protocol m/s 

at 6 points
AD2  ISO calibration protocol m3/h 

at 6 points for specific 
nominal diameter 
(pls. indicate diameter)

AE0  Standard length 285 mm 
(for DN40 to DN80)

AE1  Length variant 435 mm 
(for DN100 to DN250)

 

*  If this selection is made, further 
configuration AXX is not necessary. 
Continue with BX.

**  Further Configuration necessary!  
Continue with AXX.

A connection cable, e.g. order no. 0699 3393 
is required for operation.

Order code for transmitter testo 6448 – 
drilling clamp DN40:
- Accessories
- With drilling clamp DN40
- Without measurement fitting / 

without ball valve
- without drilling tool

-> 0555 6448 A0 B01 C00 D00

BXX Drilling clamp selection

B00 without drilling clamp
B01 drilling clamp DN40
B02 drilling clamp DN50
B03 drilling clamp DN65
B04 drilling clamp DN80
B05 drilling clamp DN100
B06 drilling clamp DN125
B07 drilling clamp DN150
B08 drilling clamp DN200
B09 drilling clamp DN250

CXX Measurement fitting selection

C00 without measurement fitting / without ball 
valve

C01 measurement fitting (incl. ball valve for 
other meas. parameter, e.g. dew point 
transmitter testo 6740)

C02 ball valve (DN15)

DX Drilling tool selection

D0 without drilling tool
D1 with drilling tool
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Differential pressure transmitters 

Building climate Critical climate Cleanrooms Filling processes Drying processes

testo 6321
(∆P)

testo 6351
(∆P, m/s, Nm/h)

testo 6381
(∆P, m/s, Nm/h, 

% RH, °C)

testo 6383
(∆P, % RH, °C)

Overview differential pressure transmitters

Profit from our advantages:

•  Testo offers a unique calibration, validation and qualification concept  

(more information at www.testo-industrials-services.de)

• The P2A software for parameterization, adjustment, and analysis saves time and costs in commissioning and maintenance

• Automatic zero-point adjustment guarantees high, temperature-independent accuracy and long-term stability

Functional principle of the automatic zero-point adjustment of the Testo differential  
pressure transmitter

Normal measurement Zero-point adjustment

Automatic zero-point adjustment for high  
accuracy and long-term stability

The zero-point stability of differential pressure  
transmitters plays a particularly crucial role at lowest 
pressures (10 Pa or 50 Pa measurement range). 
Whereas conventional differential pressure transmit-
ters require manual readjustment of the zero point, 
the new transmitter series from Testo is equipped 
with an automatic microprocessor-controlled  
zero-point adjustment. It ensures a low level of  
temperature-dependency of the pressure sensor, 
guaranteeing the user high accuracy and long-term 
stability. 
In the automatic zero-point adjustment, a magnetic 
valve causes both sides of the pressure sensor to be 
exposed to the same pressure at cyclic intervals. 
This guarantees highest accuracy in cleanroom pro-
cesses! 

Magnetic valve 
open 

Magnetic valve
closed

Pressure sensor Pressure sensor

Magnetic valveMagnetic valve



Differential pressure  
transmitter

testo 6321

A differential pressure transmitter with a good price/

performance ratio for applications in air conditioning and 

ventilation technology.

The testo 6321 is excellently suitable for the differential 

pressure-based monitoring of air filters, blowers, and air 

flow, for a good climate with optimum energy efficiency. 

The highly accurate and long-term stable testo 6321 

provides the measurement values needed to monitor and 

regulate differential pressure safely and efficiently in air 

conditioning, ventilation, and cleanroom technology.

hPa

Measurement of differential pressure in the measuring range 

from 100 Pa to 2 bar

Magnet valve for the automatic zero-point adjustment 

guarantees high temperature-independent accuracy and 

long-term stability

Adjustment and analysis via parameterization and 

adjustment software save time and costs in commissioning 

and maintenance

Available with and without display

77

testo 6321 – Differential pressure transmitters 
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testo 6321 – Differential pressure transmitter

Technical data

The determination of measurement uncertainty takes place 
according to GUM (Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in 
Measurement):
For the determination of measurement uncertainty, the accuracy of 
the measuring instrument (hysteresis, linearity, reproduceability), the 
uncertainty contribution of the test site as well as the uncertainty of 
the adjustment site (works calibration) are taken into account. For this 
purpose, the value of k=2 of the extension factor, which is usual in 
measurement technology is used as a basis, which corresponds to a 
trust level of 95 %.

Supply

Analog outputs

Further outputs

Measuring rate 1/s

Resolution 12 bit

Accuracy of the analog 
outputs

0  to 1 V ±2.5 mV
0  to 5 V ±12.5 mV
0  to 10 V ±25 mV
4  to 20 mA ±0.05 mA

Max. load 500 Ω

Inputs and outputs

Output type 0 to 1/5/10 V (4-wire)
4 to 20 mA (4-wire)

other analog outputs Mini DIN for P2A software (adjustment and 
parameterization software)

Voltage supply 20 to 30 V AC/DC

Current consumption 300 mA

Differential pressure

Measurement parameters

Measuring range 0 to 100  Pa
0 to 10 hPa
0 to 20 hPa
0 to 50 hPa
0 to 100 hPa
0 to 500 hPa
0 to 1000 hPa
0 to 2000 hPa

-100 to 100  Pa
-10 to 10 hPa
-20 to 20 hPa
-50 to 50 hPa
-100 to 100 hPa
-500 to 500 hPa
-1000 to 1000 hPa
-2000 to 2000 hPa

Measurement 
uncertainty*

±1.2% of measuring range final value ±0.3 Pa
Temperature gain drift: 0.05% of measuring 
range per Kelvin deviation from nominal 
temperature +22 °C
Zero-point drift: 0% (due to zero-point 
adjustment)

Overload capacity Measuring range Overload
0 to 100  Pa 20000  Pa
0 to 10 hPa 200 hPa
0 to 20 hPa 200 hPa
0 to 50 hPa 750 hPa
0 to 100 hPa 750 hPa
0 to 500 hPa 2500 hPa
0 to 1000 hPa 2500 hPa
0 to 2000 hPa 2500 hPa
-100 to 100  Pa 20000  Pa
-10 to 10 hPa 200 hPa
-20 to 20 hPa 200 hPa
-50 to 50 hPa 750 hPa
-100 to 100 hPa 750 hPa
-500 to 500 hPa 2500 hPa
-1000 to 1000 hPa 2500 hPa
-2000 to 2000 hPa 2500 hPa

Sensor Piezoresistive sensor

Autom. zero-point adjustment via magnetic valve

Display

Housing

Miscellaneous

Display 2-line LCD (optional)

General

Material / colour ABS / white (RAL 9010) or light grey

Weight Approx. 160 g

Resolution Measuring range Resolution
0 to 100 Pa 0.1 Pa
0 to 10 hPa 0.01 hPa
0 to 20 hPa 0.01 hPa
0 to 50 hPa 0.01 hPa
0 to 100 hPa 0.1 hPa
0 to 500 hPa 0.1 hPa
0 to 1000hPa 1 hPa
0 to 2000hPa 1 hPa
-100 to 100 Pa 0.1 Pa
-10 to 10 hPa 0.01 hPa
-20 to 20 hPa 0.01 hPa
-50 to 50 hPa 0.01 hPa
-100 to 100 hPa 0.1 hPa
-500 to 500 hPa 0.1 hPa
-1000 to 1000 hPa 1 hPa
-2000 to 2000 hPa 1 hPa

Protection class IP 65
only when the transmitter is wired and/or 
sealing plugs are in use

EMC EC guideline: 2004/108/EC

Automatic zero-point 
adjustment

Every 60 seconds ex-works

Temperature of medium -5 to +50 °C

Humidity of medium 0 to 90 % RH

Operating temperature

Storage temperature

-5 to +50 °C

-20 to +60 °C

Operating conditions
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testo 6321 – Differential pressure transmitter

1 2 3 4
+ -+ -U dP

1 2 3 4
+ -+ -- U dP

Technical drawings / Connection plan

Technical drawings

Connection plan



testo 6321 – Differential pressure transmitter

Options / Ordering example

80

AXX Measuring range
BXX Analog output / supply
CXX Display
EXX Housing colour
FXX Unit

AXX Measuring range

A03 0 to 100 Pa
A05 0 to 10 hPa
A06 0 to 20 hPa
A07 0 to 50 hPa
A08 0 to 100 hPa
A09 0 to 500 hPa
A10 0 to 1000 hPa
A11 0 to 2000 hPa
A23 -100 to 100 Pa
A25 -10 to 10 hPa
A26 -20 to 20 hPa
A27 -50 to 50 hPa
A28 -100 to 100 hPa
A29 -500 to 500 hPa
A30 -1000 to 1000 hPa
A31 -2000 to 2000 hPa
 

Order code for testo 6321 transmitter 
with the following options:
- Measuring range 0 to 100 Pa
- Analog output 0 to 5 V
- Without display
- Housing colour light grey
- Unit Pa

0555 6321 A03 B03 C00 E01 F01 0 100

Delivery incl. wall holder

The following options can be specified for the testo 6321

Ordering exampleBXX Analog output / supply

B02 0 to 1 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B03 0 to 5 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B04 0 to 10 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B06 4 to 20 mA (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
 

CXX Display

C00 without display
C01 with display

EXX Housing colour

E01 Housing colour light grey, incl. Testo logo 
(coloured)

E02 Neutral housing, white, without Testo logo
E03 Neutral housing, white, incl. Testo logo 

(black/white)

FXX Unit

F01 Pa / min / max
F02 hPa / min / max
F03 kPa / min / max
F04 mbar / min / max
F05 bar / min / max
F06 mm H2O / min / max
F07 inch H2O / min / max
F08 inch HG / min / max
F09 kg/cm² / min / max
F10 PSI / min / max
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testo 6351 – Differential pressure transmitters  
with high accuracy and long-term stability

m/s

Measurement of differential pressure, flow velocity and 

volume flow

Automatic zero-point adjustment guarantees high, 

temperature-independent accuracy and long-term stability

Display with multi-language operating menu and optical 

alarm display

Ethernet, relay, and analog outputs allow optimum 

integration into individual automation systems

The P2A software for parameterization, adjustment and 

analysis saves time and costs in commissioning and 

maintenance

Configurable alarm management with adjustable  

response delay 

Differential pressure transmitters  
for critical VAC applications and flow 
velocity measurement

testo 6351

The differential pressure transmitter testo 6351 was 

developed specially for monitoring differential pressure in 

the measuring range from 50 Pa to 2000 hPa. For this 

reason, it is suitable for monitoring cleanrooms as well as 

for demanding VAC monitoring. In addition to this, the  

flow velocity or the volume flow can be calculated from the 

measurement of the differential pressure in a Pitot tube.

The automatic zero point adjustment ensures highest 

accuracy and long-term stability.

hPa

81
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testo 6351 – Differential pressure transmitters  
with high accuracy and long-term stability

Technical data

*The determination of measurement uncertainty takes place 
according to GUM (Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in 
Measurement):
For the determination of measurement uncertainty, the accuracy of the 
measuring instrument (hysteresis, linearity, reproduceability), the uncertainty 
contribution of the test site as well as the uncertainty of the adjustment site 
(works calibration) are taken into account. For this purpose, the value of k=2 of 
the extension factor, which is usual in measurement technology is used as a 
basis, which corresponds to a trust level of 95 %.
Measurement uncertainty differential pressure ±0.8 % of measuring 
range final value ±0.3 Pa

Measuring range 0 to 50 Pa
0 to 100 Pa
0 to 500 Pa
0 to 10 hPa
0 to 50 hPa
0 to 100 hPa
0 to 500 hPa
0 to 1000 hPa
0 to 2000 hPa

-50 to 50 Pa
-100 to 100 Pa
-500 to 500 Pa
-10 to 10 hPa
-50 to 50 hPa
-100 to 100 hPa
-500 to 500 hPa
-1000 to 1000 hPa
-2000 to 2000 hPa

Measurement 
uncertainty*

±0.8 % of measurement range final value
±0.3 Pa
Temperature gain drift: 0.02 % of measuring 
range per Kelvin deviaton from nominal 
temperature +22 °C
Zero point drift: 0 % (thanks to cyclic zero-
point adjustment)

Selectable units Differential pressure in Pa, hPa, kPa, mbar, 
bar, mmH2O, kg/cm2, PSI, inch HG, inch H2O
Calculated variables: Volume flow in m3/h,  
l/min, Nm3/h, Nl/min
Flow velocity in m/s, ft/min

Sensor Piezoresistive sensor

Autom. zero-point 
adjustment

via magnetic valve
Frequency adjustable: 15 sec, 30 sec,  
1 min, 5 min, 10 min

Overload capacity Measuring range Overload

0 to 50 Pa 20000 Pa
0 to 100 Pa 20000 Pa
0 to 500 Pa 20000 Pa
0 to 10 hPa 200 hPa
0 to 50 hPa 750 hPa
0 to 100 hPa 750 hPa
0 to 500 hPa 2500 hPa
0 to 1000 hPa 2500 hPa
0 to 2000 hPa 2500 hPa
-50 to 50 Pa 20000 Pa
-100 to 100 Pa 20000 Pa
-500 to 500 Pa 20000 Pa
-10 to 10 hPa 200 hPa
-50 to 50 hPa 750 hPa
-100 to 100 hPa 750 hPa
-500 to 500 hPa 2500 hPa
-1000 to 1000 hPa 2500 hPa
-2000 to 2000 hPa 2500 hPa

Display

Model

Miscellaneous

Display Optional: 3-line LCD with 
multi-language operating menu

Material Plastic housing

Dimensions 162 x 122 x 77 mm

Weight 0.7 kg; optional: Ethernet 
intermediary layer 0.6 kg

Connection nipple Ø 6 mm -> suitable hoses 4 mm + 4.8 mm

Resolution

Protection class IP 65

EMC EU guideline 2004/108/EC

Measuring range Resolution

0 to 50 Pa 0.1 Pa
0 to 100 Pa 0.1 Pa
0 to 500 Pa 0.1 Pa
0 to 10 hPa 0.01 hPa
0 to 50 hPa 0.01 hPa
0 to 100 hPa 0.1 hPa
0 to 500 hPa 0.1 hPa
0 to 1000 hPa 1 hPa
0 to 2000 hPa 1 hPa
-50 to 50 Pa 0.1 Pa
-100 to 100 Pa 0.1 Pa
-500 to 500 Pa 0.1 Pa
-10 to 10 hPa 0.01 hPa
-50 to 50 hPa 0.01 hPa
-100 to 100 hPa 0.1 hPa
-500 to 500 hPa 0.1 hPa
-1000 to 1000 hPa 1 hPa
-2000 to 2000 hPa 1 hPa

Differential pressure

Measurement parameters

General technical data

Operating temperatureWith / without 
display

-5 to +50 °C / +23 to +122 °F

Storage temperature -20 to +60 °C / -4 to +140 °F

Process temperature -20 to +65 °C / -4 to +149 °F

Operating conditions

Supply

Analog outputs

Other outputs

Meas. cycle 1/sec

Quantity 1

Scaling Differential pressure: scalable ±50 % of 
measuring range final value;
freely scalable within measuring range

Resolution 12 bit

Max. load max. 500 Ω

Output type 0/4 to 20 mA (4-wire) (24 V AC/DC)
0 to 1/5/10 V (4-wire) (24 V AC/DC)

Ethernet Optional with Ethernet module

Relay Optional: 4 relays (free allocation to 
measurement channel or as collective alarm 
in operating menu/P2A), up to 250 VAC/3A 
(NO or NC)

Digital Mini-DIN for P2A software

Voltage supply 20 to 30 V AC/DC, 300 mA current 
consumption, galvanically separate signal and 
supply line

Inputs/outputs
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testo 6351 – Differential pressure transmitters  
with high accuracy and long-term stability

+ - + - + - + -

+

-

CH1 CH2 CH324V

1

77
12

2
162

a b

Technical drawings / Connection plan

Technical drawings

Connection plan



testo 6351 – Differential pressure transmitters  
with high accuracy and long-term stability

Options / Ordering example

CXX Display / menu language

C00 without display
C02 with display / English
C03 with display / German
C04 with display / French
C05 with display / Spanish
C06 with display / Italian
C07 with display / Japanese
C08 with display / Swedish  

DXX Cable input

D01 Cable input M16 (relay: M20)
D02 Cable entry NPT 1/2˝
D03 Cable contact via M-plug connection for 

signal and supply

EXX Ethernet 

E00 without Ethernet module
E01 with Ethernet module 

FXX Differential pressure / flow velocity 
unit (pre-set) 

F01 Pa / min / max
F02 hPa / min / max
F03 kPa / min / max
F04 mbar / min / max
F05 bar / min / max
F06 mmH2O / min / max 
F07 inch H2O / min / max 
F08 inch HG / min / max
F09 kg/cm² / min / max
F10 PSI / min / max
F11 m/s / min / max
F12 ft/min / min / max
F13 m³/h / min / max
F14 l/min / min / max
F15 Nm³/h / min / max
F16 Nl/min / min / max

HXX Relay

H00 without relay
H01 4 relay outputs, limit value monitoring
H02 4 relay outputs, channel 1 limit values 

and collective alarm

AXX Measuring range
BXX Analog display / supply
CXX Display / menu language
DXX Cable input
EXX Ethernet 
FXX  Differential pressure / flow 

velocity unit (pre-set)
HXX Relay

The following options can be specified for the testo 6351:

Ordering example

AXX Measuring range

A02 0 to 50 Pa
A03 0 to 100 Pa
A04 0 to 500 Pa
A05 0 to 10 hPa
A07 0 to 50 hPa
A08 0 to 100 hPa
A09 0 to 500 hPa
A10 0 to 1000 hPa
A11 0 to 2000 hPa
A22 -50 to 50 Pa
A23 -100 to 100 Pa
A24 -500 to 500 Pa
A25 -10 to 10 hPa
A27 -50 to 50 hPa
A28 -100 to 100 hPa
A29 -500 to 500 hPa
A30 -1000 to 1000 hPa
A31 -2000 to 2000 hPa

BXX Analog display / supply

B02 0 to 1 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B03 0 to  5 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B04 0 to  10 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B05 0 to  20 mA (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B06 4 to  20 mA (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)

Scaling: 50% of 
measuring range 
final value; freely 
selectable within 
measuring range

Order code for transmitter testo 6351 
with the following options:
- Measuring range 0 to 100 Pa
- Analog output / supply  0 to 5 V  
 (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
- with display/English
- Cable entry NPT 1/2˝
- with Ethernet module
- Differential pressure Pa / 0 / 100
- 4 relay outputs, limit value monitoring

0555 6351 A03 B03 C02 D02 E01 F01 
0 100 H01
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Differential pressure transmitters 

Differential pressure monitoring in cleanroom  
technology

Air input via  
HEPA/ULPA filter

Exhaust air typically  
(50 to 500 air exchange / h)

laminar flow e. g. 
0.5 m/s

Outdoor area

Critical zone
Normal zone

Pressure maintenance in cleanrooms

Cleanroom

Whether in cleanrooms, greyrooms, OP theatres or filling systems:

Lowest differential pressures must be maintained between different rooms or zones in 

order to prevent contaminated air from entering.

For this reason, continuous measurement and regulation of these low differential  

pressures (according to cleanroom norm ISO 14644: 5 – 20 Pa) is required. Annual proof 

(against zero potential and against adjacent rooms) of this must be provided according 

to ISO 14644.

In hospitals and research laboratories, the 
pressure difference (negative pressure) prevents 
the spread of germs and dust

Positive pressure in a filling room maintains  
the hygiene conditions when filling food and 
pharmaceuticals

Defined pressure differences between clean-
room and adjacent rooms ensure quality



testo 6381 – Differential pressure transmitter  
with humidity / temperature option

Measurement of differential pressure, flow velocity,  

volume flow; optional: humidity and temperature

Automatic zero-point adjustment guarantees high, 

temperature-independent accuracy and long-term stability

Low measurement range up to 10 Pa ensures very high 

precision at lowest pressures

Ethernet, relay, and analog outputs allow optimum 

integration into individual automation systems

The P2A software for parameterization, adjustment, and 

analysis saves time and costs in commissioning and 

maintenance

Configurable alarm management with adjustable response 

delay and alarm acknowledgement

Differential pressure transmitter  
with humidity / temperature option

testo 6381

The differential pressure transmitter testo 6381 was 

developed specially for monitoring differential pressure  

in the measuring range from 10 Pa to 1000 hPa. In clean-

room technology, the maintenance of positive pressure 

prevents the entry of contaminated air. In addition to this, 

the flow velocity or the volume flow can be calculated from 

the measurement of the differential pressure in a Pitot tube. 

Thanks to an optional probe from the probe series 6610,  

the additional recording of humidity and temperature with 

one instrument is also possible.

The testo 6381 is particularly outstanding thanks to the 

automatioc zero-point adjustment which ensures high 

accuracy and long-term stability.

The integrated self-monitoring and early warning function 

also guarantees the operator high system availability.

hPa

% RH

°C
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testo 6381 – Differential pressure transmitter  
with humidity/temperature option

Technical data

Supply

Analog outputs

Other outputs

Meas. cycle 1/sec

Quantity Standard:  1; 
with optional humidity probe:  3

Scaling Differential pressure: scalable ±50 % of 
measuring range final value;
freely scalable within measuring range

Resolution 12 bit

Max. load max. 500 Ω

Humidity / temperature optional

Parameters

Probe

Type

Parameters

Measurement  uncertainty*

% RH / °C/°F / °Ctd / °Ftd / g/kg / gr/lb / g/m3 / gr/ft³ / ppmV /  
°Cwb / °Fwb / kJ/kg / mbar / inch H2O / °Ctm (H2O2)/°Ftm (H2O2) / 
% Vol

for deviations from media  temp. ±25 °C: ±0.02 % RH/K

Measuring range

Humidity /
trace humidity

Humidity

Dew point

Temperature

Temp. at 
+25°C / 
+77°F

Inputs / outputs

Output type 0/4 to 20 mA (4-wire) (24 V AC/DC)
0 to 1/5/10 V (4-wire) (24 V AC/DC)

Ethernet Optional

Relay Optional: 4 relays (free allocation to 
measurement channels or as collective alarm 
in operating menu/P2A), up to 250 V AC/3A 
(NO or NC)

Digital Mini-DIN for P2A software

Voltage supply 20 to 30 V AC/DC, 300 mA current 
consumption, galvanically separate signal and 
supply line

Wall
testo 6612testo 6611 testo 6613 testo 6614 testo 6615 testo 6617
Channel Channel Duct 

heated
Cable 
trace 
 humidity

Cable 
with cover 
electrode 
monitoring

testo 6611 testo 6612 testo 6613 testo 6614 testo 6615 testo 6617

±(1.0 + 0.007 * mv) % RH for 0 to 100 
% RH /  ±(1.4 + 0.007 * mv) % RH for 

90 to 100 % RH

±(1.0+ 0.007 
* mv) % RH 
for 0 to 100 

% RH

±(1.2 + 0.007 * mv) 
% RH for 0 to  

90 % RH / ±(1.6 + 
0007 * mv) % RH for 

90 to 100 % RH

±0.15 °C /
32.2 °F 

Pt1000 Class AA

±0.15 °C /
32.2 °F 

Pt100 Class AA

±0.15 °C /
32.2 °F 
Pt1000 

Class AA

0 to 100 % RH -60 to +30 
°C td

0 to 100  
% RH

-20 to +70 °C
-4 to +158 °F

-30 to +150 °C
-22 to +302 °F

-40 to +180 °C
-40 to +356 °F

-40 to +120 °C
-40 to +248 °F

-40 to +180 °C
-40 to +356 °F

Differential pressure

Parameters

Measuring range 0 to 10 Pa
0 to 50 Pa
0 to 100 Pa
0 to 500 Pa
0 to 10 hPa
0 to 50 hPa
0 to 100 hPa
0 to 500 hPa
0 to 1000 hPa

-10 to 10 Pa
-50 to 50 Pa
-100 to 100 Pa
-500 to 500 Pa
-10 to 10 hPa
-50 to 50 hPa
-100 to 100 hPa
-500 to 500 hPa
-1000 to 1000 hPa

Measurement 
uncertainty*

±0.5 % of measurement range final 
value
±0.3 Pa
Temperature gain drift: 0.03 % of 
measuring range per Kelvin deviaton 
from nominal temperature +22 °C
Zero-point: 0 % (thanks to cyclic 
zero-point adjustment)

Selectable units Differential pressure in Pa, hPa, kPa, 
mbar, bar, mmH2O, kg/cm2, PSI, inch 
HG, inch H2O
calculated parameters: volume flow 
in m3/h, l/min, Nm3/h, Nl/min
Flow velocity in m/s, ft/min

Sensor Piezoresistive sensor

Autom. zero-point 
adjustment

via magnetic valve
Frequency adjustable: 15 sec,  
30 sec, 1 min, 5 min, 10 min

Overload

* The determination of measurement uncertainty takes 
place according to GUM (Guide to the Expression of 
Uncertainty in Measurement):
For the determination of measurement uncertainty, the 
accuracy of the measuring instrument (hysteresis, linearity, 
reproduceability), the uncertainty contribution of the test site as 
well as the uncertainty of the adjustment site (works calibration) 
are taken into account. For this purpose, the value of k=2 of the 
extension factor, which is usual in measurement technology is 
used as a basis, which corresponds to a trust level of 95 %.

Measuring range Overload

0 to 10 Pa 20000 Pa
0 to 50 Pa 20000 Pa
0 to 100 Pa 20000 Pa
0 to 500 Pa 20000 Pa
0 to 10 hPa 200 hPa
0 to 50 hPa 750 hPa
0 to 100 hPa 750 hPa
0 to 500 hPa 2500 hPa
0 to 1000 hPa 2500 hPa
-10 to 10 Pa 20000 Pa
-50 to 50 Pa 20000 Pa
-100 to 100 Pa 20000 Pa
-500 to 500 Pa 20000 Pa
-10 to 10 hPa 200 hPa
-50 to 50 hPa 750 hPa
-100 to 100 hPa 750 hPa
-500 to 500 hPa 2500 hPa
-1000 to 1000 hPa 2500 hPa

±1 K at 0 
°Ctd 

±2 K at -40 
°Ctd 

±4 K at -50 
°Ctd
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testo 6381 – Differential pressure transmitter  
with humidity / temperature option

Technical data / Technical drawings /  
Connection plan

+ - + - + - + -

+

-

CH1 CH2 CH324V

1

20-30 V
AC/DC

0V

Technical drawings

Connection plan

Display

Model

Miscellaneous

Display optional: 3-line LCD with 
multi-language operating menu

0.1 % RH

0.01 °C / 0.01 °F

General technical data

Material Metal housing

Dimensions 162 x 122 x 77 mm

Resolution

Differential pressure

Humidity

Temperature

Measuring range Resolution

Operation temperatureWith / without 
display

-5 to +50 °C / 23 to +122 °F

Storage temperature -20 to +60 °C / -4 to +140 °F

Process temperature -20 to +65 °C / -4 to +149 °F

Protection class IP 65

EMC EU guideline 2004/108/EC

Operating conditions

Weight 1.96 kg; optional: Ethernet 
intermediary layer 0.61 kg

0 to 10 Pa 0.1 Pa
0 to 50 Pa 0.1 Pa
0 to 100 Pa 0.1 Pa
0 to 500 Pa 0.1 Pa
0 to 10 hPa 0.01 hPa
0 to 50 hPa 0.01 hPa
0 to 100 hPa 0.1 hPa
0 to 500 hPa 0.1 hPa
0 to 1000 hPa 1 hPa
-10 to 10 Pa 0.1 Pa
-50 to 50 Pa 0.1 Pa
-100 to 100 Pa 0.1 Pa
-500 to 500 Pa 0.1 Pa
-10 to 10 hPa 0.01 hPa
-50 to 50 hPa 0.01 hPa
-100 to 100 hPa 0.1 hPa
-500 to 500 hPa 0.1 hPa
-1000 to 1000 hPa 1 hPa

Connection nipple Ø 6 mm -> suitable hoses  
4 mm + 4.8 mm
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testo 6381 – Differential pressure transmitter  
with humidity/temperature option

Options / Ordering example

AXX Measuring range 

A01 0 to 10 Pa
A02 0 to 50 Pa
A03 0 to 100 Pa
A04 0 to 500 Pa
A05 0 to 10 hPa
A07 0 to 50 hPa
A08 0 to 100 hPa
A09 0 to 500 hPa
A10 0 to 1000 hPa
A21 -10 to 10 Pa
A22 -50 to 50 Pa
A23 -100 to 100 Pa
A24 -500 to 500 Pa
A25 -10 to 10 hPa
A27 -50 to 50 hPa
A28 -100 to 100 hPa
A29 -500 to 500 hPa
A30 -1000 to 1000 hPa

BXX Analog display / supply

B02 0 to 1 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B03 0 to  5 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B04 0 to  10 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B05 0 to  20 mA (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B06 4 to  20 mA (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)

CXX Display / menu language

C00 without display
C02 with display / English
C03 with display / German
C04 with display / French
C05 with display / Spanish
C06 with display / Italian
C07 with display / Japanese
C08 with display / Swedish 

DXX Cable input

D01 Cable input M16 (relay: M20)
D02 Cable entry NPT 1/2˝
D03 Cable contact via M-plug connection for 

signal and supply

EXX Ethernet

E00 without Ethernet module
E01 with Ethernet module 

FXX Differential pressure / flow velocity 
unit*

F01 Pa / min / max
F02 hPa / min / max
F03 kPa / min / max
F04 mbar / min / max
F05 bar / min / max
F06 mmH2O / min / max 
F07 inch H2O / min / max 
F08 inch HG / min / max
F09 kg/cm2 / min / max
F10 PSI / min / max
F11 m/s / min / max
F12 ft/min / min / max
F13 m3/h / min / max
F14 l/min / min / max
F15 Nm3/h / min / max
F16 Nl/min / min / max

*Scaling: 50 % of measuring range 
final value; freely selectable within measuring 
range

GXX opt. Analog output for humidity 
probe connection (probe series testo 
6610) units (pre-set)

G00 without connection possibility for 
humidity probe testo 6610

G01 % RH / Min / Max
G02 °C / Min / Max
G03 °F / Min / Max
G04 °Ctd / min / max
G05 °Ftd / min / max
G06 g/kg / min / max
G07 gr/lb / Min / Max
G08 g/m³ / min / max
G09 gr/ft³ / min / max
G10 ppmV / min / max
G11 °Cwb / min / max
G12 °Fwb / min / max
G13 kJ/kg / min / max (enthalpy)
G14 mbar / min / max (water vapour partial 

pressure)
G15 inch H2O / min / max (water vapour 

partial pressure)
G16 °Ctm / min / max (mixture dew point for 

H2O2)
G17 °Ftm / min / max (mixture dew point for 

H2O2)
G18 % Vol.
(G01–G18 with connection possibility testo 
6610)

HXX Relay

H00 without relay
H01 4 relay outputs, limit value monitoring
H02 4 relay outputs, channel 1 limit values 

and collective alarm

The following options can be specified for the testo 6381:

Ordering example

AXX Measuring range

BXX Analog display / supply 

CXX Display / menu language

DXX Cable input 

EXX Ethernet 

FXX Differential pressure / flow velocity 
unit (pre-set)

GXX Opt. analog output for humidity 
probe connection (probe series  
testo 6610) units (pre-set)

HXX Relay

IXX Units channel 3 pre-set (only if 
opt. humidity probe connection 
available)

Order code for transmitter testo 6381 
with the following options:
- Measuring range -100 to 100 Pa
- Analog output 4 to 20 mA (4-wire,  

24 V AC/DC)
- Without display
- Cable contact via M-plug connection 

for signal and supply
- with Ethernet module
- Differential pressure Pa / -100 / 100
- Opt. analog output for humidity 

probe connection testo 6610 / units 
% RH / 0 / 100

- Without relay 
- Unit channel 3 °C / -20 / 70

0555 6381 A23 B06 C00 D03 E01 F01 
-100 100 G01 0 100 H00 L02 -20 +70

IXX Units channel 3 (pre-set, only if 
opt. humidity probe connection 
available)**

I01 % RH / Min / Max
I02 °C / Min / Max
I03 °F / Min / Max
I04 °Ctd / Min / Max
I05 °Ftd / Min / Max
I06 g/kg / min / max
I07 gr/lb /Min/Max
I08 g/m³ / min / max
I09 gr/ft³ / min / max
I10 ppmV / min / max
I11 °Cwb / min / max 
I12 °Fwb / min / max
I13 kJ/kg / min / max (enthalpy)
I14 mbar / min / max (water vapour partial 

pressure)
I15 inch H2O / min / max (water vapour 

partial pressure)
I16 °Ctm / min / max (mixture dew point for 

H2O2)
I17 °Ftm / min / max (mixture dew point for 

H2O2)
I18 % Vol.

**only possible when G-Code (from G01) 
selected



testo 6383 – Differential pressure transmitter in cleanroom-conform panel design

Measurement of differential pressure; optional: humidity and 

temperature

Flat housing allows flush surface integration in the 

cleanroom wall

Ethernet, relay, and analog outputs allow optimum 

integration into individual automation systems

Self-monitoring of the transmitter and early warning function 

guarantee high system availability

The P2A software for parameterization, adjustment, and 

analysis saves time and costs in commissioning and 

maintenance

Configurable alarm management with adjustable response 

delay and alarm acknowledgement

Differential pressure transmitter in 
cleanroom-conform panel design

testo 6383

The differential pressure transmitter testo 6383 was 

developed specially for monitoring low differential  

pressures in the measuring range from 10 Pa to 10 hPa.  

In cleanroom technology, the maintenance of positive 

pressure prevents the entry of contaminated air in critical 

zones. Thanks to an optional internal or external probe from 

the probe series 6610, the additional recording of humidity 

and temperature with one instrument is also possible.

The testo 6383 is particularly outstanding thanks to the 

automatic zero-point adjustment which ensures high 

accuracy and long-term stability.

The integrated self-monitoring and early warning function 

also guarantees the operator high system availability.

hPa

°C

% RH
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testo 6383 – Differential pressure transmitter in cleanroom-conform panel design

Technical data

Supply

Analog outputs

Other outputs

Meas. cycle 1/sec

Quantity Standard: 1; 
with optional humidity probe: 3

Scaling Differential pressure: scalable ±50 % of 
measuring range final value;
freely scalable within measuring range

Resolution 12 bit

Max. load max. 500 Ω

Humidity / temperature optional

Parameters

Probe

Type

Parameters

Measurement 
 uncertainty*

% RH / °C /°F / °Ctd / °Ftd / g/kg / gr/lb / g/m3 / gr/ft³ / ppmV / 
°Cwb / °Fwb / kJ/kg / mbar / inch H2O / °Ctm (H2O2) / 
°Ftm (H2O2) / % Vol.

for deviations from media  temp. ±25 °C: ±0.02 % RH/K

Measuring range

Humidity /
trace humidity

Humidity

Dew point

Temperature

Temp. at  
+25 °C / 
+77 °F

Inputs / outputs

Output type 0/4 to 20 mA (4-wire) (24 V AC/DC)
0 to 1/5/10 V (4-wire) (24 V AC/DC)

Ethernet Optional

Relay Optional: 4 relays (free allocation to 
measurement channels or as collective alarm 
in operating menu/P2A), up to 250 V AC/3A 
(NO or NC)

Digital Mini-DIN for P2A software

Voltage supply 20 to 30 V AC/DC, 300 mA current 
consumption, galvanically separate signal 
and supply line

Integrated 
probe

testo 6613 testo 6614 testo 6615 testo 6617
Channel Duct heated Cable trace 

 humidity
Cable 
with cover 
electrode 
monitoring

Integrated 
probe testo 6613 testo 6614 testo 6615 testo 6617

±(1.0 + 0.007 * MV) % RH 
for 0 to 90 % RH

±(1.4 + 0.007 * MV) % RH 
for 90 to 100 % RH

±(1.0 + 0.007*MV) 
% RH 

for 0 to100 % RH

±(1.2 + 0.007*MV)  
% RH for 0 to 90 % RH 

±(1.6 + 0.007*MV)  
% RH for 90 to 100 

% RH

±1 K at 0 °Ctd
±2 K at -40°Ctd
±4 K at -50 °Ctd

±0.15 °C / 32.2 °F 
Pt1000 Class AA

±0.15 °C/
32.2 °F 

Pt100 Class 
AA

±0.15 °C/
32.2 °F 

Pt1000 Class 
AA

0 to 100 % RH -60 to +30 °Ctd 0 to 100 % RH

-20 to +70 °C
-4 to +158 °F

-40 to +180 °C
-40 to +356 °F

-40 to +120 °C
-40 to +248 °F

-40 to +180 °C
-40 to +356 °F

Display

Model

Miscellaneous

Display optional: 3-line LCD with 
multi-language operating menu

0.1 % RH

0.01 °C / 0.01 °F

General technical data

Material Front plate stainless steel, housing 
plastic

Dimensions without humidity / temperature: 
246 x 161 x 47 mm
with humidity / temperature: 
396 x 161 x 78 mm

Resolution

Differential pressure

Humidity

Temperature

Measuring range Resolution

Operation temperature -5 to +50 °C / +23 to +122 °F

Storage temperature -20 to +60 °C / -4 to +140 °F

Process temperature -20 to +65 °C / -4 to +149 °F

Protection class IP 65

Connection nipple Ø 6 mm -> suitable hoses 4 mm + 4.8 mm

Operating conditions

Weight Version without humidity: 0.9 kg;
Version with integrated humidity probe: 
1.35 kg; version with preparation for 
external humidity probe: 1.26 kg

0 to 10 Pa 0.1 Pa
0 to 50 Pa 0.1 Pa
0 to 100 Pa 0.1 Pa
0 to 500 Pa 0.1 Pa
0 to 10 hPa 0.01 hPa
-10 to 10 Pa 0.1 Pa
-50 to 50 Pa 0.1 Pa
-100 to 100 Pa 0.1 Pa
-500 to 500 Pa 0.1 Pa
-10 to 10 hPa 0.01 hPa

With / without 
display

Differential pressure

Parameters

Measuring range 0 to 10 Pa
0 to 50 Pa
0 to 100 Pa
0 to 500 Pa
0 to 10 hPa 

-10 to +10 Pa
-50 to +50 Pa 
-100 to +100 Pa
-500 to +500 Pa
-10 to +10 hPa

Measurement 
uncertainty*

±0.3 % of measurement range final value
±0.3 Pa
Temperature gain drift: 0.02 % of measuring 
range per Kelvin deviaton from nominal 
temperature 22 °C
Zero point drift: 0 % (thanks to cyclic zero-
point adjustment)

Selectable units Differential pressure in Pa, hPa, kPa, 
mbar, bar, mmH2O, kg/cm2, PSI, inch 
HG, inch H2O

Sensor Piezoresistive sensor

Autom. zero-point 
adjustment

via magnetic valve
Frequency adjustable: 15 sec, 30 sec, 1 min, 
5 min, 10 min

Overload Measuring range Overload

0 to 10 Pa 20000 Pa
0 to 50 Pa 20000 Pa
0 to 100 Pa 20000 Pa
0 to 500 Pa 20000 Pa
0 to 10 hPa 200 hPa
-10 to 10 Pa 20000 Pa
-50 to 50 Pa 20000 Pa
-100 to 100 Pa 20000 Pa
-500 to 500 Pa 20000 Pa
-10 to 10 hPa 200 hPa
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testo 6383 – Differential pressure transmitter in cleanroom-conform panel design

Technical drawings / Connection plan

+ - + - + - + -
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Technical drawings

Connection plan

The determination of measurement uncertainty takes place 
according to GUM (Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in 
Measurement):
For the determination of measurement uncertainty, the accuracy of  
the measuring instrument (hysteresis, linearity, reproduceability), the 
uncertainty contribution of the test site as well as the uncertainty of  
the adjustment site (works calibration are taken into account. For this 
purpose, the value of k=2 of the extension factor, which is usual in 
measurement technology is used as a basis, which corresponds to a 
trust level of 95 %.
Measurement uncertainty differential pressure ±0.5 % of measuring 
range final value ±0.3 Pa.
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testo 6383 – Differential pressure transmitter in cleanroom-conform panel design

Options / Ordering example

AXX Measuring range 

A01 0 to 10 Pa
A02 0 to 50 Pa
A03 0 to 100 Pa
A04 0 to 500 Pa
A05 0 to 10 hPa
A21 -10 to 10 Pa
A22 -50 to 50 Pa
A23 -100 to 100 Pa
A24 -500 to 500 Pa
A25 -10 to 10 hPa

BXX Analog display / supply

B02 0 to 1 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B03 0 to  5 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B04 0 to  10 V (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B05 0 to  20 mA (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
B06 4 to  20 mA (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)

CXX Display / menu language

C02 with display / English
C03 with display / German
C04 with display / French
C05 with display / Spanish
C06 with display / Italian
C07 with display / Japanese
C08 with display / Swedish  

DXX Integrated humidity probe

D00 no humidity / temperature probe
D04 humidity probe integrated in panel
D05 preparation for external humidity /
 temperature probe testo 6610

EXX Ethernet

E00 without Ethernet module
E01 with Ethernet module  

FXX Differential pressure unit (pre-set)*

F01 Pa / min / max
F02 hPa / min / max
F03 kPa / min / max
F04 mbar / min / max
F05 bar / min / max
F06 mmH2O / min / max 
F07 inch H2O / min / max 
F08 inch HG / min / max
F09 kg/cm² / min / max
F10 PSI / min / max
*Scaling: 50 % of measuring range 
final value; freely selectable within measuring 
range

GXX opt. Analog output for humidity probe 
connection (probe series testo 6610) 
units (pre-set)**

G01 % RH / min / max
G02 °C / min / max
G03 °F / min / max
G04 °Ctd / min / max
G05 °Ftd / min / max
G06 g/kg / min / max
G07 gr/lb / min / max
G08 g/m³ / min / max
G09 gr/ft³ / min / max
G10 ppmV / min / max
G11 °Cwb / min / max
G12 °Fwb / min / max
G13 kJ/kg / min / max (enthalpy)
G14 mbar / min / max (water vapour partial 

pressure)
G15 inch H2O / min/ max (water vapour partial 

pressure)
G16 °Ctm (mixture dew point for H2O2)
G17 °Ftm (mixture dew point for H2O2)
G18 % Vol.

**only possible when D04 or D05 selected

HXX Relay

H00 without relay
H01 4 relay outputs, limit value monitoring
H02  4 relay outputs, channel 1 limit values and 

collective alarm

The following options can be specified for the testo 6383:

Ordering example

AXX Measuring range

BXX Analog display / supply

CXX Display / menu language

DXX Integrated humidity probe

EXX Ethernet

FXX Differential pressure unit (pre-set)

GXX opt. Analog output for humidity 
probe connection (probe series 
testo 6610) units (pre-set)

HXX Relay

IXX Units channel 3 (pre-set, only if 
opt. humidity probe connection 
available)

Order code for transmitter testo 6383 
with the following options:
- Measuring range -10 to 10 Pa
- Analog output 4 to 20 mA
 (4-wire, 24 V AC/DC)
- with German display
- preparation for external humidity /
 temperature probe testo 6610
- with Ethernet module
- Differential pressure unit kg/cm² / min / 

max
- opt. Analog output for °Ctd / min / max
- without relay 
- Unit channel 3 g/m³ / min / max

0555 6383 A21 B06 C03 D05 E01 F09 
G04 H00 I08

IXX Units channel 3 (pre-set, only if opt. 
humidity probe connection available)***

I01 % RH / min / max
I02 °C / min / max
I03 °F / min / max
I04 °Ctd / min / max
I05 °Ftd / min / max
I06 g/kg / min / max
I07 gr/lb / min / max
I08 g/m³ / min / max
I09 gr/ft³ / min / max
I10 ppmV / min / max
I11 °Cwb / min / max
I12 °Fwb / min / max
I13 kJ/kg / min / max (enthalpy)
I14 mbar H2O / min / max (water vapour 

partial pressure)
I15 inch H2O / min / max (water vapour 

partial pressure)
I16 °Ctm (mixture dew point for H2O2)
I17 °Ftm (mixture dew point for H2O2)
I18 % Vol.
***only possible when D04 or D05 selected
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Ordering data Accessories Part no.

Mains unit (desk-top) 110 to 240 VAC / 24 VDC (350 mA) 0554 1748

Mains unit (top-hat rail mounting) 100 to 240 VAC / 24 VDC (2.5 A) 0554 1749

� Ethernet module for installation by customer (only for testo 6351 and testo 6381) 0554 6656

Ethernet plug (only for testo 6351 and testo 6381) 0554 6653

Plug connection M12 5-pin plug and socket (For signal/voltage supply) 0554 6682

P2A software (parameterization, adjustment, and analysis software for PC), incl. USB cable (PC side) to the Mini-DIN interface (instrument) 0554 6020

testo saline pots for control and humidity adjustment of humidity probes, 11.3 % RH and 75.3 % RH with adapter for humidity probe 0554 0660

� Extension and adjustment cable, 10 m 0554 6610

Pitot tube, 350 mm long, stainless steel, for measuring flow velocity (only for testo 6351 and testo 6381), without installation accessories 0635 2145

Pitot tube, 500 mm long, Ø 7 mm, stainless steel, measures flow velocity (only for testo 6351 and testo 6381), without
installation accessories 0635 2045

Pitot tube, 1000 mm long, stainless steel, for measuring flow velocity (only for testo 6351 and testo 6381), without installation accessories 0635 2345

Integrated humidity probe for testo 6383 (replacement) 0636 6610

Accessories for differential pressure transmitters  
testo 6321, 6351, 6381 and 6383

�  Ethernet intermediary layer testo 6381/6351 for installation by  

customer

The Ethernet module is an intermediary layer (“sandwich” design), which can be 

optionally integrated into the transmitters testo 6681/6351 ex-works. It can also be 

subsequently easily and quickly retrofitted on site. Two LED provide the respon-

sible system operator with information on the status of the voltage supply and the 

LAN connection. 

By using an industrial Ethernet plug, IP 65 housing protection can be guaranteed, 

enabling the transmitter to withstand the sometimes rough and demanding condi-

tions in industrial processes.

� Adjustment and extension cable for external humidity probes

The cable can be used to carry out an adjustment of a humidity probe from the 

probe series testo 6610 – either on site or in a laboratory. The cable also serves as 

an extension between the transmitter and the respective probe. Advantages of the 

adjustment and extension cable:

• Flexible installation and maintenance of the humidity probe 

• Extension of the normal humidity probe cable by 10 m 

• Cable has protection class IP 65

Ethernet module 
(Intermediary 
layer)

Ethernet

Due to multiple configuration possibilities prices  
for transmitters are available upon request. 
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Notes
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P2A software

P2A software:  
Parameterization and file management
In the course of commissioning, the scaling of the 
analog channels, the limit values of the (optional) 
relays, the signal damping etc. are set. The P2A 
software supports all these procedures with conve-
nient menus which are extensively supported gra-
phically.
Are several measurement sites intended to have the 
same parameters? No problem – the parameter sets 
can be transferred by simple drag and drop. This 
saves considerable time in larger installations.

P2A software: Adjustment
In addition to the 1-point adjustment (offset) and the 
2- point adjustment (with the help of the saline solu-
tion pots or a humidity generator), the P2A software 
supports the analog adjustment of each analog 
channel. Using a precise multimeter, the entire mea-
surement chain (including the digital-analog conver-
ter) can thus be adjusted. 
Unique: adjustment histories present in detail who 
carried out which adjustment when, and at which 
reference values. This provides uninterrupted docu-
mentation, independently of whether the adjust-
ments were carried out with (any) P2A software, the 
operating menu, or the adjustment buttons.

P2A software for testo transmitter*

Software for parameterization, adjustment 
and analysis
Optimum procedures from the point of view of the 
user that is the central idea of the new measurement 
transmitter software P2A from Testo. The name 
stands for
P – Parameterization
A – Adjustment
A – Analysis

All new (and future) Testo measurement transmitters 
communicate with this software, the connection of 
the PC (via external or easily accessible interfaces) 
being extremely easy. And: The P2A software only 
needs to be bought once – all further updates are 
free of charge!
An additional advantage is the supply of the measu-
rement transmitter via USB. Parameterization or 
analysis can thus be carried out without the need for 
wiring – e.g. at a desk or in a workshop.

*  to be used with transmitters  
testo 6621/6651/6681/6721/6321/6351/6381/6383
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P2A software: Analysis and histories
Optimum for error detection or optimization: the 
analysis tools of the P2A software. The analog and 
relay signals can be tested and the min.-/max. 
values can be displayed.
But how can you look into the past?

1. Parameterization history
All re-scaling, changes of the physical unit etc. are 
shown here.

2. Adjustment history, divided into
I. 1-point adjustment 
II. 2-point adjustment
III. Analog adjustment

3. History of all early warnings / error reports (not for 
testo 6621)
All warning, error, and status reports, which the 
transmitter has created, are displayed.

In the testo 6621, all entries (i.e. all parameterizations 
and adjustments) are stored and clearly displayed in 
the respective P2A software used.
The transmitters testo 6651 and 6681 also have in-
ternal operational hour counters and wrap-around 
memories, which always store the last 180 entries.

*  The P2A software is available for the following 
transmitters testo 6621, testo 6651, testo 6681, 
testo 6631, testo 6721, testo 6321, testo 6351, 
testo 6381, and testo 6383.

The adjustment history is simply and clearly presented in the P2A software
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Testo Industrial Services GmbH
Gewerbestrasse 3, 79199 Kirchzarten

Phone: +49 (0) 7661 90901-8000
Fax: +49 (0) 7661 90901-8010

Mail: info@testotis.de
www.testotis.de

www.testo.de

Testo SE & Co. KGaA
Testo-Strasse 1 
79853 Lenzkirch

Phone: +49 (0) 7653 681-700
Fax: +49 (0) 7653 681-701

Mail: vertrieb@testo.de

Testo Sensor GmbH
Testo-Strasse 1, 79853 Lenzkirch

Phone: +49 (0) 7653 96597-0
Fax: +49 (0) 7653 96597-99
Mail: info@testo-sensor.de 

www.testo-sensor.de
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